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Tuning Strong Correlated Properties in EuTiO3 Thin Films Grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition 
Yisong Lin 
Transition metal ABO3 perovskite oxides possess many fascinating and technologically relevant 
phenomena such as superconductivity, multiferroicity, magnetoresistivity, and photovoltaics. To 
achieve and enhance these existing functionalities in perovskite oxides, control and tailor of strong 
coupling between structural degrees of freedom and correlated order parameters is required. One 
typical example of decently tuned functionalities in transition metal is perovskite EuTiO3 (ETO). 
This compound has attracted intensive attention for achieving ferromagnetic-ferroelectric (or 
multiferroic) and magnetoelectric coupling via strain engineering. Besides phase transition 
induced by strain engineering, there is an increasing interest in exploring the magnetocaloric effect 
(MCE) in ETO-based bulk materials. 
First, systematic studies for optimizing the growth condition for ETO-based self-assembled 
vertically alligned nanocomposite (VAN) thin films were carried out. We carried out investigations 
for finding a suitable binary oxide second phase to incoporate with ETO. It was challenging since 
the growth condition suitable for growing ETO would not always be compatible with that of the 
binary oxide. After various exploration, (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 was successfully fabricated on (0 0 
1)-oriented STO under careful control of growth pressure, substrate temperature and laser 
repetition rate. The optimized growth condition (laser repletion rate of 3 Hz, substrate temperature 
of 710 oC and growth pressure of 1-2∙10-6 Torr) was confirmed to make the (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x  (x 
= 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) epitaxial thin film on STO substrate with preferred OOP orientation. Next, 
by controlling the molar ratio of Eu2O3 (EO) in EuTiO3 (ETO) VAN films, from 20% to 50% 
(20%, 25%, 33% and 50%), vertical strain and hence local structure and magnetic properties were 
systematically changed in ETO. Using scanning transmission electron microscopy and atomic 
simulations, the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle change along {111} direction was determined as a function 
of EO fraction and hence vertical strain level. On-going from 20 to 50% EO, the vertical strain 
was changed from 2.48% to 3.15%, and the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle was decreased by more than 1o 
to 178.70 o, leading to a progressive weakening of the antiferromagnetic interactions along {111} 





decreased from 5.15 μB /Eu to 1.46 μB /Eu and the coercivity filed (Hc) to be increased from 5.74 
Oe to 26.23 Oe. At the same time, the ETO switched from being antiferromagnetic to 
ferromagnetic. Density functional theory calculations confirmed that the magnetism in ETO being 
modified by vertical strain. Moreover, giant magnetic entropy change (-∆Sm = 31.4 J/kg∙K at ∆H 
= 2T) was observed in  (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 VAN thin film, which is higher than the literature 
reported single crystal bulk ETO or polycrystal bulk ETO. Finally, Gd-doped ETO, Eu1-xGdxTiO3 
(x=0.3, 0.5), thin films were made and found to be ferromagnetic. The valence states change of Ti 
ions were demonstrated using XPS, showing that 13.41% (x=0.3) and 34.59% (x=0.5) of extra 
electrons were bonded to Ti4+ effectively. FM in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films was 
explained by magnetic interactions between localized Eu4+ 4f spins mediated by itinerant Ti 3d 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Transition metal ABO3 perovskite oxides possess many fascinating and technologically relevant 
phenomena such as superconductivity, multiferroicity, magnetoresistivity, and photovoltaics 1–4. 
The wide variety of composition, as well as diverse structure induced by partial substitution and 
non-stoichiometry, provides a platform for researchers from vast fundamental and applied areas to 
explore the novel functionalities and understand the mechanism hidden behind. To achieve and 
enhance these existing functionalities in perovskite oxides, control and tailor of strong coupling 
between structural degrees of freedom and correlated order parameters is required. Chemical 
pressure 5–7 and biaxial strain 8–13 engineering have been widely applied to manipulate the spin, 
charge and orbital orderings, allowing one to enhancing and engineering functionalities in 
perovskite.  
One typical example of decently tuned functionalities in transition metal is perovskite EuTiO3 
(ETO). ETO is a paraelectric (PE) and antiferromagnetic (AF) 14 with a strong spin-lattice coupling. 
This compound has attracted intensive attention for achieving ferromagnetic-ferroelectric and 
magnetoelectric coupling via strain engineering 15,16. Through control of the magnetism of ETO 
by an electric field, ETO could be a promising candidate for novel storage devices 17–19. Density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations proposed that by applying compressive strain (≥ -1.2%), 
ETO can be changed from PE-AF phase into a ferroelectric (FE, spontaneous polarization, 
~10μC/cm2)-ferromagnet (FM, spontaneous magnetization, ~7 μB /Eu) 
15. These values are orders 
of magnitude higher than any known FE or FM materials and are at the same level as for materials 
that are solely ferroelectric or ferromagnetic, which makes ETO one of the most promising 
candidates for strain-tuned physical properties. 
Besides phase transitions induced by strain engineering, there is an increasing interest in 
exploring the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in ETO-based bulk materials in recent years 20–28. 
Because they are very promising low temperature (T = 1-40K) magnetic refrigeration materials 
showing large adiabatic temperature change and magnetic entropy changes under low magnetic 
field and low temperature cryogenic system and quantum computing. There could also be specific 





In this work, the ETO is revisited from an entirely new point of view-using 3D strain 
engineering instead of biaxial strain engineering. We demonstrate realizing phase transitions (AF 
to FM) and giant magnetic entropy changes in ETO using vertical strain. Furthermore, the 
magnetic properties change in ETO is investigated using chemical pressure induced by Gd doping. 
1.1 Aims and objectives of this work 
This work focuses on creating novel three-dimensional (3D) strain in ETO-based VAN thin films 
to achieve phase transitions and to unveil the fundamental mechanisms determining the magnetic 
ground states of ETO. Enhanced giant magnetic entropy change is also achieved in ETO-based 
VAN thin films, as compared to its bulk form. Moreover, by doping Gd into ETO (introducing 
itinerant electron), FM is realized in the otherwise AF ETO. 
1.2 Overview 
This work of tuning the strong correlated properties in ETO via 3D strain and chemical strain will 
be presented in this thesis as follows: 
Chapter 1: Introduction. 
Chapter 2: Literature review. This chapter gives a detail introduction on rare earth titanates and 
VAN structures. Magnetic phase transitions in ETO (realized by biaxial strain, volume expansion, 
and chemical doping), magnetic interactions in ETO, and magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in bulk 
ETO are also reviewed in detail in this chapter. 
Chapter 3: Experimental methods. This chapter includes all the experimental method 
undertaken. 
Chapter 4: Results and discussion: Optimizing the growth of ETO-based VAN thin films. The 
growth of ETO-based VAN by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is reported. The different 
compositions that were explored are detailed, i.e. the reasons for these compositions and the results 
achieved in them. Optimization of growth conditions are presented. Eu2O3 (EO) is shown to 
produce the best achieve ETO-based VAN thin films.  
Chapter 5: Results and discussion: 3D strain-induced magnetic phase transition in ETO using 





strain-induced magnetic phase transitions are reported. Also, the mechanisms of magnetic ground 
state change are investigated. Magnetic entropy changes in (ETO)1-x-(EO)x (x = 0.2, 0.5) films are 
investigated. Giant cryogenic magnetic entropy changes in (ETO)0.8-(EO)0.2 is reported.  
Chapter 6: Results and discussion: Magnetic properties of Eu1-xGdTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5, 1) thin 
films. The growth of Eu1-xGdTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5, 1) thin films is reported. The strain states and 
magnetic properties of these films are reported. Valence states differences are investigated. 
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future work. In this chapter, the conclusions of the thesis and 
suggestion for future research are included. 
1.3 Publication 
Vertical strain-driven antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic phase transition in EuTiO3 
nanocomposite thin films. Yisong Lin, Eun-Mi Choi, Ping Lu, Xing Sun, Rui Wu, Chao Yun, 
Bonan Zhu, Haiyan Wang, Weiwei Li, Tuhin Maity, Judith MacManus-Driscoll. ACS Appl. Mater. 


















Chapter 2. Literature Review 
2.1 Vertically aligned nanocomposite (VAN) epitaxial films 
Many fascinating and technological relevant phenomena such as, superconductivity, 
multiferroicity, magnetoresistivity and photovoltaics 1–4 have been found in the strong correlated 
electron materials in the form of transition metal ABO3 perovskite oxides. In this family, type ‘A’ 
atom, usually alkaline earth or rare-earth elements sit at the corners of the lattice, type ‘B’ atom, 
could be 3d, 4d and 5d transition metal elements, lies at the body center of the lattice and oxygen 
atom occupies face center position. This wide variety of composition, as well as diverse structural 
tunability, has enabled transition metal perovskite oxides to hold an unparalleled variety of 
physical properties. Comparing to traditional electronic materials, where only charge 
(semiconducting electronic) or charge and spin (spintronic) is active, strong correlated electron 
materials in the form of transition metal ABO3 perovskite oxides offer additional lattice and orbital 
degrees of freedom, leading to giant responses to subtle extrinsic perturbations in such as, 
temperature, electric or magnetic field, or mechanical strain.  
Much effort has been put into controlling and tailoring the couplings between structural 
degrees of freedom and correlated order parameters in transition metal perovskite oxides to achieve 
enhanced and novel functionalities. The modern development of thin film technology such as 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has enabled to impose epitaxial strain (from chosen substrates) onto 
thin film materials. In thin film materials, the strains induced by substrates are usually an order of 
magnitude higher than in which these materials would crack in the form of bulk. This has also led 
to the discovery of new phases, structures, and properties of these materials. For instance, in the 
study of ferroelectric materials (in which the polarization-strain coupling is strong), the Curie 
temperature (Tc) of SrTiO3 (a material that is not ferroelectric at any temperature in its bulk form) 
tuned by a biaxial strain of order 1% has reached to room temperature 8.  This example also made 
the record of largest-ever reported enhancement of ferroelectric Curie temperature by inducing 
strain.  
Another example lies in the strain tuning of magnetic properties in transition metal perovskite 
oxides. The A-B bond environment and d orbit polarization can be altered using substrate-induced 





counterparts. Since magnetic ordering and transition temperature of transition metal ABO3 
perovskite oxides are in close relation with B-O lengths and B-O-B angles 6,29, tuning octahedral 
distortions and rotations in ABO3 oxide thin films can engineer magnetism in them. Researchers 
have found that substrate-induced strain can significantly alter magnetic properties by suppressing 
ferromagnetism and altering the stability of magnetic ground states. Magnetic properties of mixed-
valence manganites have been an interesting topic since they possess multiple magnetic ground 
states and competition between neighboring phases in phase diagrams can cause colossal responses 
30. Numerous studies have demonstrated the effect of strain on La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 thin film’s magnetic 
properties. In 2009, D.G. Schlom 31 demonstrated La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 grown on different substrates, 
which applied biaxial strains ranging from -2.3% to 3.2%. These strain effects on Tc of 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 thin film found out to have excellent agreement with Millis’ analytical model, 
which demonstrated the effects of biaxial strain on the Tc of colossal magnetoresistance manganites 
were caused by lattice distortion on the Jahn-Teller splitting and electron hopping amplitude. In 
another article written by L. Schultz 32, it was suggested that a 0.1% change of strain state in 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 would shift its Tc by 19 K. Besides Tc, strain can also play an irreplaceable role in 
tuning a film’s magnetic anisotropy 33.  
When it comes to multiferroism (a material that simultaneously possesses at least two ferroic 
orders) properties of transition metal ABO3 perovskite oxide thin films, the couplings between 
structural degrees of freedom and correlated order parameters become so consequential that 
properties can be enhanced dramatically by applying appropriate strains. One example is strained-
BiFeO3 thin films 
34. BiFeO3 is rhombohedral in its un-strained state (or in its bulk form) 
35. Under 
an in-plane biaxial compressive strain (the critical compressive strain is around -4.5% predicted 
by ab initio calculation 36 and is realized when BiFeO3 thin film grown upon (110)-oriented YAlO3 
substrate 36,37), BiFeO3 thin films turn from a rhombohedral state to a super-tetragonal state 
34,36,37. 
When the thin film thickness increases, the epitaxial constraint would partially relax and lead to 
the formation of a mixed-phase nanostructure that consists both of rhombohedral phases and super-
tetragonal phases 34,38–43. This mixed-phase nanostructure consists of a highly distorted 
rhombohedral phases which enhances the ferromagnetism 38 in this material significantly (the 
highly distorted rhombohedral phases is the source of ferromagnetism enhancement is confirmed 
by a combination of photoemission electron microscopy with x-ray magnetic dichroism contrast 





mixed phase would turn back into a super-tetragonal phase; and under a reversal electric field, the 
super-tetragonal phase would turn into a mixed phase 38.  
As mentioned above, strain induced by the substrate has enabled researchers to tune the strong 
couplings between structural degrees of freedom and correlated order parameters. However, noting 
that conventional interfacial heterostructures such as superlattice and multilayers are grown in the 
fashion of layer-by-layer, strain relaxation limits the biaxial strain within a critical thickness and 
thus prevents the strain further tuning the properties when thin film thickness reaches a certain 
point (usually a few tens of nanometers). Hindered and inspired by this problem, researchers have 
come up with a new route, self-assembled vertically aligned nanocomposite 44 as shown in Figure 
2.1, to reduce the substrate-clamping effect and enable strong interfacial coupling. 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of all-oxide vertically aligned nanocomposites studied in this thesis.  
 
2.1.1 Materials selection criteria of VAN epitaxial films 
In order to grow self-assembled VAN thin films, important perspectives like compositional, 
structural, and processing factors needed to be considered. VAN oxide thin films consist of two 
intermixed materials as shown in Figure 2.1, grown (most commonly by pulsed laser deposition) 
on a single crystal substrate from a compound ceramic target.  
First thing to be understood is the solubility limit of the respective phases. By careful selection 
of solid solubility of two phases, the inter-diffusion between two phases can be minimized. 
MacManus-Driscoll et al. carried out a systematic study on VAN for materials selection and put 





(1) both phases must be able to grow epitaxially on a single crystal substrate;  
(2) the two phases involved must be immiscible with each the other;  
(3) each of the two phases must be thermodynamically stable to prevent intermixing;  
(4) Cations with a large difference in ionic radii are important to prevent intermixing between 
the two phases;  
(5) the difference in elastic modulus is required to achieve strain control on one phase by the 
other and thus enabling coupling and tuning new properties.  
 
2.1.2 Growth mechanism of VAN epitaxial films 
During the deposition process, factors like surface diffusion of clusters, nucleation and film growth 
need to be considered. At the very early stages of self-assembled VAN thin films growth, different 
species will arrive at the substrate surface simultaneously and these atoms tend to attach to the 
substrate, shown in Figure 2.2 (a). In the following stages, atoms will nucleate with lowest energy 
fashion, which will minimize the free energy of the system, shown in Figure 2.2 (b). Subsequently, 
owing to the high cohesive energy compared to adhesive energy in both phases, adatoms of one 
phase will prefer to grow only on the existing same phase. When the thin film grows thicker, the 
columns of respective phase will be built up, as shown in Figure 2.2 (c), and the width of the 
columns will be determined by the adatoms’ diffusion length on the substrate. For instance, if the 
difference between the interfacial energy of substrate-vacuum and substrate-island is small, islands 
with small dimensions will be formed at the initial stage, and the resulting width of phase column 
will be small. After all, the formed microstructure of the VAN thin films will depend on the 
materials system (such as volume fraction, elastic moduli and lattice mismatch strain can affect 
which phase grows into matrix and nanocolumns) and deposition parameters (a common growth 
window is needed for both phases). Several microstructures have been observed in self-assembled 
VAN thin films; for example, a perfect checkerboard structure can be obtained by careful materials 
system selection and growth control, circular columns, rectangular columns, T-shape columns or 
biaxial domain walls structure can also be performed by tuning thermodynamic parameters, 






Figure 2.2 Schematic showing the growth process of VAN thin films. (a) Adatoms diffusion. (b) 
Adatoms growth. (c) Columnar formation. 
 
2.1.3 Functionalities tuned by VAN structure 
Since K. Samwer demonstrated the first self-assembled binary phase oxide (La0.7Ca0.3MnO3)1-x-
(MgO)x structure in 2003 
47, the follow-on VAN structures have attracted intense research interest 
since they exhibit several unique characteristics allowing control and tailoring the functionalities 
in oxide films, via achieving unique strain states. First, vertical strain can be maintained in both 
composite phase in VAN structures going beyond the critical thickness that strain provided by the 
planar structure can give. Second, unique microstructures (columns, rectangle nanodomains) 
embedded in a matrix can be designed by selecting proper material composites and growth 
parameters. Third, defects such as oxygen vacancies accumulated at the vertical interface between 
two phases can be used to tailor functionalities. VAN structures have been reported in various 
systems showing enhanced functionalities, such as very high ferroelectric Tc 
48, strong improved 
dielectric tunability 49, reducing dielectric loss 50, enhanced multiferroic coupling 51, 
photostriction-magnetostriction coupling 52, strong enhanced current densities in superconductors 
53, new kinds of memristors 54, and strongly enhanced ionic conduction at lower temperature 55. 
Three of the functionalities tuned by VAN structure will be introduced in the following paragraphs.  
In VAN  thin films consisting of BaTiO3 matrix and vertically Sm2O3 columns 
48, the thin film 
was grown up to 1.25 μm on SrTiO3 substrate. The ferroelectric Tc was increased at least 330 
oC 
and the tetragonal-to-cubic structural transition temperature to beyond 800 oC was obtained in this 
system owing to stiff Sm2O3 columns throughout the film thickness. Comparing to horizontal 
strain induced by the substrate in parallel thin film systems, vertical strain induced by 





undergoing deleterious surface reconstruction and allows the system maintaining a stable 
nanoscale ferroelectric. In other words, there is no degradation of ferroelectricity when the thin 
films thickness increases.  
In VAN thin films containing Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 and vertically Sm2O3 columns 
49, high electric 
tunability and low dielectric loss were obtained. When the materials system operated from room 
temperature to above 150 oC, high tunability and low-temperature coefficient of tunability still 
maintained. Tunability values of 75% were achieved at room temperature in micrometer thick 
films at temperature, while the temperature went up to 160 oC, the value remaining still being 
higher than 50%. Additionally, a dielectric loss value of less than 0.01 was achieved (lower than 
pure Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 thin film). 
In La2CoMnO6-ZnO VAN thin film systems 
51, at the temperatures of 120 K, an electric field 
applied to the system can alter the magnetic properties of La2CoMnO6, as shown in Figure 2.3. In 
this figure, different positive electric field values were applied to the system at 120K. From 0 to 
289 KV/cm, a reduction of the coercive field by 35% is observed. The reductions went further for 
the larger electric field. When the electric field dropped back to 0 KV/cm, the coercive field went 
back to high value. Also, from this figure, magnetization value decreased with increasing electric 
field. From 0 to 305 KV/cm, the reduction of magnetization value was 60% suggesting a 
magnetoelectric coefficient of ΔM/ΔE near 3 Oe/cm/KV. 
Figure 2.3 Magnetization curves of La2CoMnO6-ZnO VAN thin film under different electric fields 





For the many different functional enhancements, vertical strain induced by VAN played a 
significant role in tuning the functionalities of oxide thin films. Compared to planar films, self-
assembled VAN structures do not have an intrinsic thickness limitation for strain control. It is 
because strain in VAN is controlled by large area vertical interfaces than the single interface with 
the substrate. For typical VAN systems, column diameters are in the value of 20 nm or less, so 
there is no enough column width to allow full relaxation by misfit dislocation formation. What is 
more, the recent effort has been made to understand how and why auxetic-like strain effects can 
be achieved in VAN thin films. Auxetic-like strains were generated in (Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3)1-x-(Sm2O3)x 
(x ≤ 0.5) 56. For x = 0.25 and 0.5 (as shown in Figure 2.4 (a) and (b)), the out-of-plane lattice 
parameters of Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 are increased (compared to that of bulk Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3) by stiffer 
Sm2O3 nanopillars, while the in-plane lattice parameters of Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 are increased due to the 
thermal shrinkage upon cooling after growth (Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 is prevented from contracting due to 
the epitaxial anchoring of the Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 to the Sm2O3, while Sm2O3 pillars can contract freely). 
For x = 0.75 (as shown in Figure 2.4 (a) and (c)), where soft Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 forms the columns 
(nanopillars) and stiff Sm2O3 forms the matrix, the in-plane lattice parameters of Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 
are decreased (compared to its bulk form) due to the thermal shrinkage strain from enveloping (the 
stiffer Sm2O3 matrix squeezes the columns upon cooling after growth), the out-of-plane lattice 
parameter of Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 is increased due to compression of its in-plane shrinkage, the overall 
lattice volume of Ba0.6Sr0,4TiO3 is decreased (compared to its bulk form). This work created an 
unusual auxetic-like strain in the VAN system thus allowing new functional physical properties to 











2.2 Rare earth orthorhombic titanates and EuTiO3 (ETO) 
The ABO3 perovskite oxide was first discovered in mineral calcium titanate, CaTiO3, in the Ural 
Mountains of Russia in 1839 by G. Rose and named after Russian mineralogist L.A. Perovski. The 
crystal structure of perovskite oxide was first investigated by V. Goldschmidt in 192657. It is also 
in this work the famous Goldschmidt tolerance factor was proposed to describe the perovskite 
structure. In 1946, the crystal structure of perovskite oxide was characterized using X-ray 
diffraction by H.D. Megaw58.  
From the perspective of functional properties, it was in 1950 that G.H. Jonker and J.H. Van 
Santen discover the ferromagnetic ordering in the (La1-xSrx)MnO3 perovskite oxide
59. In 1986, 
high Curie Tc superconductivity was reported in the perovskite related cuprates, La5-xCu5O5(3-y), 
by J.G. Bednorz and K.A. Müller 60. In 1993, colossal negative magnetoresistance was found in 
La2/3Ba1/3MnOx by R.von Helmot 
61. In 2003, multiferroicity was realized in bismuth ferrite, 
BiFeO3, by R. Ramesh 
2.  
Pursuing functionalities using careful design in perovskite oxides has continued to be an 
intensive research area. Among various perovskite oxides, titanates possess peculiar physical 
properties. Multiple ferroic phases, such as ferromagnetic (FM), antiferromagnetic (AF), 
ferroelectric (FE), quantum paraelectric, and even cross-couplings between them, can be found in 
perovskite titanates. More recently, rare earth orthorhombic titanates RTiO3 (R = La… Lu or Y, 
the valence states of the R are 3+) have emerged as a particularly interesting family of Mott 
insulator 62–65. While the rare earth cubic titanates EuTiO3 (the valence state of Eu is 2+) have been 
theoretically predicted 15 and later experimentally confirmed 16 to be FM and FE. In the following 
sections, we will discuss these two separately.  
 
2.2.1 Rare earth orthorhombic titanates RTiO3 (R = La… Lu or Y, the valence states of the 
R are 3+) 
The rare earth orthorhombic titanates RTiO3 has attracted attention since they are the key materials 
for investigating the coupling of magnetism and orbitals in strong correlated perovskite oxide. The 
most stable valence state of Ti in the rare earth orthorhombic titanates system is 3+, which means 





result in a variety of orbital-spin phases and phase transitions among them. This unique character 
has made the rare earth orthorhombic titanates the key class of materials for the understanding of 
the orbital physics 63.  
The crystal structure of RTiO3 is orthorhombic with a GdFeO3-type distortion as shown in 
Figure 2.5 (a). The GdFeO3-type distortion is induced by the tilting of TiO6 octahedron around the 
[110] axis and [001] axis. As the ionic radii of R changes, the magnitude of this distortion changes. 
For R ion with a small ionic radius, the TiO6 octahedron tilts (more GdFeO3-type distorted) more 
significantly and the bond angle of Ti-O-Ti decreases more from 180o. This has a great influence 
on the subtle competitive exchange interactions in the RTiO3 family. As shown in Figure 2.5 (b), 
the magnetic ground states of RTiO3 changes from G-type AF (both intra-plane and inter-plane of 
neighboring atoms are coupled antiferromagnetically) to FM as the ionic radius decreases (and 
GdFeO3-type distortion increases). It is explained from the perspective of orbital physics 
63. For 
RTiO3 with strong GdFeO3-type distortion, where R = Gd and Y, FM ground state was shown in 
these compounds since the electronic structure is dominantly determined by the crystal field from 
the O ions with large distorted TiO6 octahedra. The depression of TN and Tc near the AF-FM phase 
boundary is observed since both AF and FM states have a two-dimensional anisotropy. For RTiO3 
with small GdFeO3-type distortion, where R = La, Ce, Pr and Nd, AF ground state was shown in 
these compounds since the electronic structure is dominantly determined by the crystal field from 
the R ions with small distorted TiO6 octahedra. 
Figure 2.5 (a) Crystal structure of RTiO3 with a GdFeO3-type distortion. (b) Schematic magnetic 






Though the relative roles of orbital-lattice coupling and structural distortion hidden behind this 
AF to FM transition is still a debated subject 63,67–70, researchers have tried to control orbital-lattice 
coupling (and thus the magnetic properties) of this RTiO3 family in their thin film form.  
In 2013, S. Stemmer reported the magnetic interactions of GdTiO3 coupled to the TiO6 
octahedral tilts using the (GdTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)13 (n=3.5, 2.4, and 2 nm) superlattices samples grown 
by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 71. The magnetization of the samples vs temperature (and 
magnetic field) is shown in Figure 2.6. The magnetic properties of GdTiO3 in the superlattice 
structure is different to those in bulk GdTiO3 (or 20nm GdTiO3 thin film), indicating that FM 
behavior can still present in GdTiO3 superlattice layers even where the distortions are quenched 
(by TiO6 distortions in SrTiO3) to magnitudes comparable to those of bulk AF LaTiO3, this results 
support the direct orbital-lattice coupling. Later in 2018, S. Stemmer reported another result to 
support this idea 72. 
Recently, the study of magnetism in rare earth titanates has attracted much attention not only 
in the orthorhombic RTiO3 family (mainly AF-FM crossover behavior of the ground states in their 
bulk materials 68,70 and GdTiO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures with a mixture of Ti 3d
1/3d0 electronic 







Figure 2.6 (a) Magnetization of (GdTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)13 (n=3.5, 2.4, and 2 nm) superlattices samples 
as a function of temperature. (b) Magnetization of (GdTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)13 (n=3.5, 2.4, and 2 nm) 
superlattices samples as a function of magnetic field. (Adapted from 71) 
 
2.2.2 Rare earth cubic titanate ETO 
Different to the orthorhombic RTiO3 family, ETO is cubic perovskite structure with lattice 
parameters (at room temperature) equal to that of SrTiO3. In ETO, Eu is in the 2+ valence state 





The first recorded report about ETO was in 1952, E. Banks 73 attempted to substitute Eu2+ into 
the lattice site of the Sr2+ or Ba2+ in SrTiO3 or BaTiO3, both of them were under intensive 
investigation for their ferroelectric properties. They chose europium (Eu) since it was the only one 
which was found to be sufficiently stable in the divalent state among the rare earth elements. Later 
in 1965, M. W. Shafer 74 carried out susceptibility measurements on ETO to study the magnetic 
interaction of the Eu2+ ion as a function of its crystal structure. In 1966, a more detailed study on 
the magnetic structure of ETO 75 was carried out by S. J. Pickart. In 1974, the magnetic property 
of ETO was again studied using the technique of 151Eu Mössbauer spectroscopy by F. De S. Barros 
76.  
In 2001, under the background discovery of colossal magnetoresistance in perovskite 
manganites 77, ETO was revisited and the coupling between magnetism and dielectric properties 
was studied by H. Takagi 14. In this report, the dielectric constants of ETO were changed under 
different magnetic field as shown in Figure 2.7. As shown in the inset figure, the change of 
dielectric constant reached 7% at the magnetic field of 1.5 T. A coupling between the configuration 
of the Eu spins and a soft-phonon mode in ETO was proposed at the end of this report.  
Only a few years later (around 2005), there was a flurry of research interest in multiferroic and 
magnetoelectric materials 53 since they can combine electronic and magnetic properties into 
multifunctional materials, which satisfies the needs towards device miniaturization under the big 
picture of information technology development. However, multiferroic materials are rare. There 
are several limiting microscopic factors, including symmetry, electronic properties, and chemistry, 
proposed in articles 78,79 that prevent the simultaneous existence of ferromagnetism and 
ferroelectricity. From the perspective of symmetry, there are only 13-point groups that allow both 
spontaneous electric polarization and spontaneous magnetic polarization to exist in a single-phase 
material. Considering the electrical properties, ferroelectric materials are meant to be insulating 
while ferromagnetic materials are often metals. However, if taken ferromagnets, weak 
ferromagnets or antiferromagnets into consideration, these electronic property restrictions no 
longer hold. What is more, common perovskite ferroelectric oxides possess B cations (in ABO3 
perovskite oxide) that have a formal d0 electronic state while d0 electronic state means that there 






Figure 2.7 (a) Dielectric constants of ETO under different magnetic field. (b) Magnetization vs 
temperature under different magnetic fields. Inset shows the dielectric constant of ETO 
(normalized to the value at zero field) under different magnetic field at the temperature of 2K. 
(Adapted from 75) 
 
The need of multiferroic materials, or more precisely, magnetoelectric materials (the 
magnetization of these materials could be tuned by the electric field or vice versa) with stronger 
coupling effects, had pushed researchers to investigate thin film materials (possess unique 
characters which are not found in their bulk counterparts). As mentioned before, strain plays an 
important role in tuning the strong couplings between structural degrees of freedom and correlated 





strategy basing on the coupling of spins, optical phonons, and strain for achieving 
magnetoelectricity (or FM-FE multiferroicity) in ETO. By using first-principles density-functional 
theory calculation, they suggested that under biaxial compressive strain, ETO can transform from 
a dielectric antiferromagnetic insulator (bulk properties) into a strong FE (spontaneous polarization, 
~ 10 µC/cm2) - FM (spontaneous magnetization, ~7 µB) multiferroic material. The compressive 
epitaxial strain phase diagram of calculated results of ETO is shown in Figure 2.8. The spontaneous 
polarization and magnetization values were orders of magnitude higher than any known FE-FM 
materials and were at the same level as for materials that are solely FE or FM. 
Figure 2.8 Compressive epitaxial strain phase diagram of ETO. (Adapted from 15) 
 
To verify the theory calculation and make strained-ETO FM-FE, experimental work was 
carried out. However, to achieve the compressive strain boundary (critical value is around -1.2% 
compressive strain) in ETO was difficult due to lack of an appropriate substrate while maintaining 
a high-quality crystalline ETO. In 2010, D. G. Schlom 16 changed the strategy by extending the 
phase diagram to biaxial tensile strain region using density-functional theory calculation. The 
extended biaxial strain phase diagram of ETO is shown in Figure 2.9. In this article, 22nm of ETO 
films were grown on (0 0 1)-oriented (La0.3Sr0.7)(Al0.65Ta0.35)O3 (LSAT), (0 0 1)-oriented SrTiO3 
and (1 1 0)-oriented DyScO3 substrates, which induced biaxial strain of -0.9% (compressive strain), 
0% and +1.1% (tensile strain), respectively. A FM-FE phase was realized in ETO grown on (1 1 
0)-oriented DyScO3 substrates (with FE Tc =250K and FM Tc =4.24K). A year later, an estimated 





in some journal. To the best of our knowledge, direct measurement of ferroelectric hysteresis loop 
and electric field control of magnetism on the 22nm strained-ETO thin film (+1.1% tension) are 
yet to be done, possibly due to the leakage issues. 
Figure 2.9 Phase diagram of ETO strained from -2% (biaxial compression) to +2% (biaxial 
tension). (Adapted from 16) 
 
Before 2013, Researchers had been led to believe that it was necessary to have proposed strain-
induced polar instability 15,16 to realize a dramatic magnetoelectric effect in ETO thin films until 
D. G. Schlom discovered that even under moderate compressive strain state (-0.9% compressive 
strain) ETO could be tuned into the FM region under proper electric field 80. This unexpected result 
suggested the exploring the magnetic interactions and underlying mechanism of emergent FM in 
strained ETO films would be critical to fully understand the mechanisms of electrical field-
controlled magnetism in ETO. Efforts made from this perspective will be reviewed in next section. 
 
2.3 Tuning magnetic phase transition in ETO 
Bulk or unstrained ETO thin film shows AF with a TN of around 5.5 K 
76,81. Previous experimental 
works have reported that the magnetic ground state of ETO could be switched to FM by biaxial 






2.3.1 Strain from substrate 
In the last section, a 22nm ETO film grown on (1 1 0)-oriented  DyScO3 substrate 
16 exhibited 
clear FM behavior with Tc at around 4.2K as shown in Figure 2.10. The transition to FM region 
was explained a spin-phonon-driven destabilization of the lattice (strain) induced FM phase with 
a low-lying state competing with AF 15. Comparing to proposed spontaneous magnetization of 7µB 
in strain-induced FM ETO 15, the magnetization in this ETO on DyScO3 thin film showed only 
around 3µB/Eu
2+. This missing moment phenomenon was later explained by local magnetic 
inhomogeneity in the strained film 82. 
Figure 2.10 Temperature dependence of the magnetization for ETO on DyScO3 measured by 
MOKE and SQUID. Inset shows isothermal SQUID magnetization curves. (Adapted from 16) 
 
2.3.2 Volume expansion 
ETO was switched from AF to FM when grown on LaAlO3, SrTiO3 and DyScO3 substrates 
83. 
Large lattice volume expansions of 1.56%, 2.41% and 3.92% were caused by the lattice mismatch 





as depicted in Figure 2.11. In this report, it was further suggested that in C. J. Fennie and K. M. 
Rabe’s calculation work 15, the biaxial compressive strain was introduced in the surface of ETO 
films while the lattice volume was kept constant, so the lattice was elongated in the out-of-plane 
direction. A correlation between the strain or the lattice volume and the magnetic structure was 
thus proposed. Based on the hybrid Hartree-Fock density function theory calculation, indirect 
exchange interactions via 5d states of Eu2+ changed from AF interaction to FM interaction as the 
lattice volume increased and thus induced FM in the volume expanded-ETO. 
Figure 2.11 (a) Temperature dependence and (b) Magnetic field dependence of magnetization for 
ETO grown on LaAlO3 (diamond), SrTiO3 (circle) and DyScO3 (square) substrates. Triangle curve 





2.3.3 Electric field 
Under moderate compressive strain, an applied filed was found to eliminate long-range AF order 
in ETO films grown on (0 0 1)-oriented LSAT substrate, inducing a magnetic state with nanometer-
sized FM clusters 80. In this article, X-ray resonant magnetic scattering was used to determine the 
magnetic structure of ETO. Without an electric field, compressive strained (-0.9%, not reaching 
the critical compressive strain value of -1.2% as mentioned above) ETO grown on LSAT showed 
AF character with TN of 4.96 K as shown in Figure 2.12 (a). With an increasing electric field, the 
AF signature in compressive strained ETO was suppressed and finally eliminated by an electric 
field of 105 V/cm as shown in Figure 2.12 (b). It was suggested in this article that by applying the 
electric field, the Ti atom position could be changed thus affecting superexchange interaction 
between the third nearest neighbor Eu ions, which in turn change the balance of coexisting FM 
and AF strength in ETO. In other words, by applying a large electric field, the Ti atom position 
was shifted, superexchange interaction between the third nearest neighbor Eu ions was weakened, 
thus AF order dissipated, and FM interaction emerged. 
Figure 2.12 (a) X-ray resonant magnetic scattering showing G-type AF order in compressive 
strained ETO film grown on LSAT. (b) Electric field control of the magnetic state for ETO grown 
on LSAT. With an increasing electric field, AF signature was suppressed and finally eliminated. 







2.3.4 Magnetic interactions in ETO 
Theory calculations were carried out to explain and understand the above-mentioned FM ETO. 
Different scenarios were used for explaining the FM phase obtained in ETO, and there is no clear 
consensus of its origin. The earlier opinion was strain-induced polar instability that pushes the 
ETO into the FM region 15. Later, magnetic interactions between first nearest neighbor Eu ion was 
considered critical in determining the magnetic ground states of ETO 84,85,  and this opinion was 
used to explain the FM induced by volume expansion 83. More recently, the superexchange 
interaction between third nearest-neighbor Eu ion was proposed to explain the FM emergence 
induced by electric field 80.  
Except for the strain-induced polar instability proposal, others indicated that there co-exists 
both AF and FM interaction in the bulk ETO or un-strained ETO, and by applying either lattice 
change (strain or volume expansion) or electric field, the balance of AF and FM could be tuned 
and thus giving different magnetic ground states. As shown in Figure 2.13, there are three major 
magnetic interactions 80 co-existing in the un-strained ETO: 1st nearest neighbour (1st NN) refers 
to AF interaction, 2nd nearest neighbour (2nd NN) refers to FM interaction (Eu2+ -Eu2+ indirect 
exchange), 3rd nearest neighbour (3rd NN) refers to AF interaction (Eu2+-Ti-Eu2+ superexchange 
via Ti 3d states). DFT calculations have proposed that the AF interaction can originate from 
superexchange interactions between Eu2+ ions via Ti4+ ions which play a crucial role in switching 
ETO from AF to FM 84. Inspired by DFT calculations, D.G. Schlom further suggested that the 3rd 
NN interactions play an unneglectable role in determining the magnetic ground state and that the 
strength of the superexchange interaction relies upon the bond angle and the bond length of Eu-
Ti-Eu along the {111} direction. Based on this scenario, they realized the switching of magnetism 





Figure 2.13 Schematic of magnetic interactions in EuTiO3. 1
st nearest neighbour (1st NN) refers to 
AF interaction, 2nd nearest neighbour (2nd NN) refers to Eu2+-Eu2+ indirect exchange (FM 
interaction), 3rd nearest neighbour (3rd NN) refers to Eu2+-Ti-Eu2+ superexchange via Ti 3d band 
(AF interaction). 
 
2.4 Magnetocaloric effects (MCE) in ETO 
The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is an isothermal magnetic-entropy change or an adiabatic 
temperature change of a magnetic material under a magnetic field 86. When the applied magnetic 
field increases, the magnetic entropy in the magnetic system decrease, heat radiates from the 
magnetic system into the environment isothermally. When the applied magnetic field decreases, 
the magnetic entropy in the magnetic system increase, heat is absorbed from the environment into 
the magnetic system isothermally 87.  
It was widely accepted that the MCE was first experimentally observed by E. Warburg in 1881 
88. However, according to recent reports 89,90, E. Warburg did not discovered magnetocaloric 
effects since he ascribed the observed irreversible heating to magnetic hysteresis. A. Smith 89 





started in 1843 and widely accepted by the 1880s. It was also in this report 89 that they argued that 
P. Weiss and A. Piccard were the first experimentally discovered the MCE effect by observing a 
sizable and reversible temperature change in nickel near its Curie temperature. In 1933, W. F. 
Giauque and D. P. MacDougall 91 achieved temperatures below 1K by using the magnetic 
refrigeration technique (basing on MCE effect). Nowadays, magnetic refrigeration has become an 
effective method to achieve ultralow temperatures. In 1976, G. V. Brown 92 demonstrated magnetic 
refrigeration near room temperature by using gadolinium (Gd). In 1997, V. K. Pecharsky and K. 
A. Gschneidner 93 discovered an extremely large magnetic entropy change (or giant MCE) in 
Gd5(Si2Ge2) (phase transition temperature at 276K), showing that magnetic cooling can compete 
with vapor compression technology. This discovery has attracted interest because of great potential 
impact on energy savings and environmental concerns. 
 
2.4.1 The thermodynamics of MCE 
In this section, a brief description of how to define the MCE will be given 87,94. The total differential 
of the Gibbs free energy G of a system in relation with volume V, magnetic field H, pressure P at 
temperature T is given as, 
𝑑𝐺 = 𝑉𝑑𝑃 − 𝑆𝑑𝑇 − 𝑀𝑑𝐻                                                       (1) 
where S is the entropy of the system. Based on this standard thermodynamics’ equation, the 
Maxwell relation can be obtained (since we are not applying pressure, 𝑉𝑑𝑃 = 0) as, 








                      (2) 
where M is the magnetization. By this equation, the entropy change (∆S) can be calculated from 
measured magnetic data. Noting that experimental magnetic data is usually discrete, the numerical 




∆𝐻𝑖𝑖                                                           (3) 
Alternatively, when the material’s heat capacity (C) is measured (usually temperature dependent), 











                                                  (4) 
where CH,P and C0,P are the heat capacities in the magnetic field H and zero under constant pressure 
P. The adiabatic temperature change (∆Tad) is another parameter that used in describing the MCE 
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𝑑𝐻                                                          (6) 
where 𝐶𝐻,𝑃 = 𝑇(
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑇
)𝐻,𝑃 denotes heat capacity. By integrating Equation 6 from magnetic field H =0 
to H, ∆Tad could be obtained. 
The method described above is one of the indirect methods of obtaining values of isothermal ∆S 
and adiabatic ∆Tad. The other indirect method to obtain values of isothermal ∆S is the Clausius-
Clapeyron method, it should be noted that this method only applied to materials with first-order 
transition. Besides indirect methods, quasidirect methods (such as heat-capacity and heat-flux 
methods) are available for obtaining the values of ∆S. More details about the Clausius-Clapeyron 
method and quasidirect methods can be found in a well written review 90. 
 
2.4.2 MCE in bulk ETO 
Since 2014, there is an increasing interest in exploring the magnetocaloric effect in ETO-based 









28. Since they are very promising at low 
temperature (temperature range 1 - 40K) magnetic refrigeration materials showing large adiabatic 
temperature changes and magnetic entropy changes under low magnetic field. They could be used 
for basic research, such as cryogenic systems, and specific technological applications, such as 
space science and liquefaction of hydrogen in fuel industry. 
In 2012, theorical calculations were carried out to investigate the MCE on ETO 95. 
Experimentally, magnetic entropy changes in Eu1-xBaxTiO3 (0.1≤ x≤0.9) 
22





were reported in 2014, as shown in Figure 2.14. A giant magnetic entropy change -∆Sm = 36.12 
J/kg∙K was observed in Eu0.9Ba0.1TiO3 sample at 4.5 K under magnetic field change ∆H = 5 T. 
This value is higher than the maximum value reported in Eu-based materials and RTiO3 (R= Dy, 
Ho, Er, Tm, Yb) series. 
 
Figure 2.14 Magnetic entropy change (-∆Sm) under different temperature for Eu1-xBaxTiO3 (a) 
x=0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.5, (e) 0.7, and (f) 0.9 for a magnetic field change of ∆H= 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 






In 2015, B. G. Shen 20 reported a giant reversible MCE effect in ETO, as shown in Figure 2.15. 
A giant magnetic entropy change -∆Sm = 44.4 J/kg∙K at 5.5 K under magnetic field change ∆H = 
5T was reported. A large refrigerant capacity (RC) of 328 J/kg under magnetic field change ∆H = 
5T was calculated using 𝑅𝐶 = ∫ ∆𝑆𝑚
𝑇2
𝑇1
𝑑𝑇  (where T1 and T2 were the temperatures at half 
maximum of peak of -∆Sm -T curves). In the same year, MCE in EuTi1-xCrxO3 (x=0, 0.02, 0.04,0.1) 
was also investigated by B. G. Shen 25. Interestingly, with more Cr3+ ions substituting Ti4+, Eu2+ 
ions were changed to Eu3+, under magnetic field changes, ∆H = 5 T, the maximum values of  -∆Sm 
reached 40.3 J/kg∙K for ETO, 40.3 J/kg∙K for EuTi0.98Cr0.02O3, 36.2 J/kg∙K for EuTi0.96Cr0.04O3 at 
5.5 K and 30  J/kg∙K for EuTi0.9Cr0.1O3 at around liquid helium temperatures. 
Figure 2.15 Temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change for ETO. (Adapted from 20) 
 
In 2016, R. Mahendiran 21 reported MCE in both single and polycrystalline ETO. Different to 
previous reports, this report added a mean field treatment of the Heisenberg model and fitted the 
experimental data of magnetic entropy change for single crystal ETO, as shown in Figure 2.16. A 
giant magnetic entropy change -∆Sm = 42.4 J/kg∙K, adiabatic temperature change ∆Tad = 16.6 K 
and refrigerant capacity RC = 353 J/kg  at 5.6 K under magnetic field change ∆H = 5 T was reported 





∆Tad = 16.5 K and refrigerant capacity RC = 300 J/kg at 5.4 K under magnetic field change ∆H = 
5 T was reported for polycrystalline ETO. Comparing these values to the values obtained from 
EuO, DyTiO3 and metal-organic framework Gd(HCOO)3, they suggested that ETO could be a 
great candidate for a refrigerant material below 40K. 
Figure 2.16 (a) Temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change for single crystal ETO. 
Symbols are calculated from magnetization data; Solid lines are calculated from mean field theory. 
Inset: Refrigerant capacity as a function of magnetic field. (b) Temperature dependence of 
adiabatic temperature change for single crystal ETO. Inset: Maximum values of adiabatic 
temperature change as a function of magnetic field. (Adapted from 21) 
 






28. The reported ETO-based 





other than oxides show large (giant) magnetic entropy change near (or away from) room 
temperature range, such as Gd 96, Gd5Si2Ge2 
93, Gd5Si1Ge3 









105 and LaFe11.57Si1.43H1.3 
105. A summarization of selected ETO-based materials and 
other selected materials (not oxides, but also show large or giant magnetic entropy change near 
their magnetic transition temperature) are listed below (Table 2.1). From this comparation, we can 
see that ETO-based compounds are promising low temperature magnetic refrigeration materials 
showing large magnetic entropy change under low magnetic field change.  
Table 2.1 Comparing the ETO-based compounds with materials showing large (giant) magnetic 
entropy change. 
Compound TN/Tc (K) 
-∆Sm 
(J/kg∙K)  
(∆H = 5 T) 
Reference 
EuTiO3  5.7 40.4 20 
EuTiO3  5.4 40.4 21 
Eu0.8Ba0.2TiO3  2.8 35 22 
Eu0.8La0.2TiO3  7.5 31.4 23 
Eu0.9Sr0.1TiO3  5.7 37.8 24 
EuTi0.9Cr0.1O3  9.7 30 25 
EuTi0.85Nb0.15O3 9.5 36.3 26 
EuTi0.9Fe0.1O3 6 31 27 
EuTi0.9V0.1O3 4.54 36 28 
Gd 294 11 96 
Gd5Si2Ge2 276 14.8 93 
Gd5Si1Ge3 136 68 97 
MnAs 318 32 98 
MnFeP0.45As0.55 310 18 99 
Ni52.6Mn23.1Ga24.3 300 18 100 
Ni50Mn37Sn13 299 19 101 
Ni50Mn34In16 190 12 102 
CoMnSi0.95Ge0.05 215 9 103 
MnCoGeB0.02 287 47.5 104 
LaFe11.7Si1.3 184 30 105 






2.4.3 MCE in thin film and nanocomposite structure 
MCE in thin films have drawn considerable attention since it is very interesting from the 
perspective of understanding the basic phenomena and tailoring the performance. In 1989, the first 
MCE in thin film was reported in Fe2O3 films by E. V. Babkin and Kh. O. Urinov 
106. In 1996, A. 
L. Micheli 107 reported the MCE in 2.4 um thick La0.67M0.33MnO3 (M= Ca, Ba, Sr) films on LaAlO3 
substrates. The entropy changes in these films were smaller than the values of their bulk 
counterparts. The reduction of magnetic entropy change accompanied with enhanced temperature 
width in thin films was later explained by a combination of finite size effects and defects when 
materials were scaled down. Similar phenomena were observed in Gd films 108, Gd/W multilayers 
on MgO substrate 109 and Gd5(Si, Ge)4 thin films 
109. 
As mentioned before, strain plays an important role in tailoring thin films’ functionalities. 
Investigations on strain’s tuning the MCE in thin film have been carried out. In 2005, E. E. 
Fullerton 110 reported MCE in FeRh films grown on (0 0 1)-oriented Al2O3 and (0 0 1)-oriented 
MgO substrates. Different transition temperatures were observed since films on MgO in a different 
strain state.  
In 2008, V. H. Etgens 86 investigated the impact of anisotropic strain on the MCE of MnAs. 
MnAs thin films (~70 nm thickness) were grown on (0 0 1)-oriented GaAs and (1 1 1 )-oriented 
GaAs substrates. Different transition temperatures, different maximum magnetic entropy changes 
and different curve shapes (which would cause different RC since 𝑅𝐶 = ∫ ∆𝑆𝑚
𝑇2
𝑇1
𝑑𝑇, where T1 
and T2 were the temperatures at half maximum of peak of ∆Sm -T curves) were observed as shown 





Figure 2.17 Temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change for MnAs thin films grown on 
(a) (0 0 1)-oriented GaAs substrate. (b) (1 1 1)-oriented GaAs substrate. (Adapted from 86) 
 
In 2013, L. Chen 111 studied the MCE in ~20 nm La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 thin films grown on (0 0 1)-
oriented LaAlO3, (0 0 1)-oriented SrTiO3 and (0 0 1)-oriented LSAT substrates. Different 
transition temperatures were also observed in La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 thin films under different strain 
states. In the same year, X. Moya and N. D. Mathur 112 reported MCE of ~34 nm La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 
grown on (0 0 1)-oriented BaTiO3. Giant and reversible extrinsic MCE in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 was 
created using strain-mediated feedback from a first-order structure phase transition in BaTiO3 






Figure 2.18 Temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 grown on (0 
0 1)-oriented BaTiO3. Extrinsic (EXT) MCE in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 arises near first-order structure 
phase transition temperature of BaTiO3 and intrinsic (INT) MCE in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 arises near 
Curie temperature of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. (Adapted from 
112) 
 
Another method to tailor MCE in thin films is interface engineering. In 2011, W. Prellier 113 
reported the MCE in (La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/SrRuO3) superlattices. Comparing to La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 bulk, a 
reduction of transition temperature of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 in the superlattices form was observed due 
to the finite size effect. Maximum value of magnetic entropy changes of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 in the 
superlattices form remained similar with a wider working temperature range. The microscopic 
mechanism was explained by the effect of the interfaces induced by superlattice structure and 
higher nanostructural disorder. In 2012, C. W. Miller 114 compared the MCE in La0.56Sr0.44MnO3 
alloy thin film and [(SrMnO3/LaMnO3)4/LaMnO3]9 superlattices (both were 31 nm). The magnetic 
entropy changes and relative cooling power in alloy thin film were larger than those of superlattices. 





increased variation in the Mn-O-Mn bond angles and lattice distortions. Consequently, the spin 
coupling was weakened, and magnetic entropy changes enhanced. 
In 2015, Y. H. Chu 115 reported MCE in the Mn3O4-La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanocomposite thin film 
grown on SrTiO3, as shown in Figure 2.19. Dy doping 10%, 13%, 17% and 20% of Mn3O4 second 
phase into the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 matrix, a homogeneous dispersed Mn3O4 nanocrystal, instead of 
nanopillars (frequently seen in VAN structure), was formed. An enhanced magnetic entropy 
change was observed in the Mn3O4-La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanocomposite thin film compared to those 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 in bulk or thin film forms. Interfacial magnetic coupling between Mn3O4 and 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 was proposed to explain the MCE enhancement in the nanocomposite thin films. 
 
Figure 2.19 (a) Schematic of self-assembled Mn3O4-La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanocomposite. (b) Cross-
sectional TEM image of Mn3O4-La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanocomposite thin film grown on SrTiO3 
substrate. (c) Temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change in (10%) Mn3O4-(90%) 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanocomposite. (d) Temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change in (x%) 
Mn3O4- (100-x%) La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (x=0, 10, 13, 17, 20) nanocomposite under magnetic field 






From the literature reviews presented above, there are several interesting points waiting to be 
explored about ETO. To fully understand and control the mechanism of electrical field control of 
magnetism via the spin-lattice coupling, it is important to explore the magnetic interactions and 
underlying mechanisms of emergent FM in strained ETO films. Previous works trying to solve 
this challenge are focused on biaxially strained ETO films with a thickness less than 25 nm and 
different scenarios were used for explaining the FM phase obtained, but there has been no clear 
consensus of its origin. The latest proposal reckoned that the 3rd NN interactions play an 
unneglectable role in determining the magnetic ground state of ETO (as mentioned in Section 2.3). 
To systematically tune the strain along 3rd NN interaction is challenging using the method of 
conventional biaxial strain (induced by substrates, due to Poisson effect), under this circumstance, 
VAN approach is promising since the vertical out-of-plane strain is tuned independently of the in-
plane strain. Furthermore, systematic strain tuning is enabled simply by changing the ratios of the 
second phases in the VAN system. ETO shows promising properties as a magnetic refrigeration 
material to work under low temperature range. Though there are several reports about the magnetic 
entropy change (or MCE) about ETO-based compounds in their bulk form (either single crystalline 
or polycrystalline), to the best of my knowledge, the magnetic entropy changes in ETO-based 
(nanocomposite) thin films is not reported so far. It would be interesting to explore the magnetic 
entropy change in ETO-based nanocomposite thin films. To realize the FM state in ETO, another 
approach is by chemical doping (mechanism based on Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida 
interaction between localized moments of nearest-neighbor Eu2+ spins mediated by conduction 
electrons). It would be interesting to explore the magnetic ground state of Gd-doped ETO thin 
films and the mechanism hidden behind. In all, this thesis focuses on creating novel three-
dimensional strain in ETO-based VAN thin films to achieve phase transitions and to unveil the 
fundamental mechanisms determining the magnetic ground states of ETO. Enhanced magnetic 
entropy change is also achieved in ETO-based VAN thin films, as compared to its bulk form. 







Chapter 3. Experimental Methods 
This chapter presents the experimental techniques used to fabricate and characterize the self-
assembled (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5, (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x and Eu1-xGdxTiO3 thin films. The first section 
focuses on thin films fabrication using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The structural 
characterization and automated analysis of atomic resolution images techniques are described in 
the second section. The last two section of this chapter describes magnetic properties and valence 
states characterization using SQUID (Section 3.3) and XPS (Section 3.4). 
 
3.1 Thin film fabrication 
(ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5, (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x and Eu1-xGdxTiO3 thin films were grown and studied in this 
work. Films were grown using PLD from ceramic targets. A brief description of target fabrication 
and the process of PLD is described in the next two parts. 
 
3.1.1 Fabrication of targets 
The ceramic targets used in this work were fabricated through conventional solid-state reaction. 
Pure powders of Eu2O3 (nanopowder, ˂150 nm particle size, 99.5% trace metal basis, Sigma-
Aldrich), TiO2 (powder, 99.9% metal basis, Alfa Aesar), CeO2 (powder, 99.9% trace metal basis, 
Sigma-Aldrich), and Gd2O3 (powder, 99.9% trace metal basis, Sigma-Aldrich) were used to 
fabricate (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5, (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x and Eu1-xGdxTiO3 ceramic targets. These powders 
were weighed in the required proportions and ground for around 30 minutes until a homogenous 
mixture was formed. The mixtures were then pressed into pellets of diameter 3 cm under a 
hydraulic press with a pressure of 10 tons for 30 minutes. Those pressed pellets were then sintered 
in a furnace in air environment: heated from room temperature to 1400 ℃ with 5 ℃/min, kept it 
at 1400 ℃ for 24 hours, followed by slow-cooling with 1 ℃/min to room temperature. The dense 





3.1.2 Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) 
Transition metal ABO3 perovskite oxides’ broad properties are closely related to their structures. 
For instance, as shown in previously (Chapter 2, Section 2.2), the strain (induced from single 
crystalline substrate) has great influence on ETO’s magnetic ground state, from other perspective, 
if the crystal structure of ETO is properly tuned (cubic to tetragonal), the FM (instead of AF) 
ground state will emergy in ETO. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.5, in order to 
systematically tune the strain along the {1 1 1} path, the VAN approach is ideal since the vertical 
out-of-plane strain can be tuned independently of the in-plane strain under the condition that ETOs 
are in high quality and are epitaxially grown on a single crystalline substrate.  
Besides choosing a proper substrate and a suitable second phase, the thin film’s growth technique 
used to grow the VAN structure thin film needs careful consideration. Many advanced techniques 
have been applied to sythesize single-crystalline oxide thin films of high qualities. For instances, 
Magnetron Sputtering (MS) 116, Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) 117, (electron beam) 
Evaporation 118, Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 117, Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) 119, and 
others .  
Among this techniques, PLD 120 is ideal for growing ETO-based VAN thin films (as well as Gd-
doped ETO thin films), for the reason that it has the merit of offering good stoichiomety, good 
epitaxial quality (from single crystalling substrate).  PLD is a physical vapor deposition process, 
carried out in vacuum, consists of a vacuum chamber equipped with pumps, a target holder and 
rotator (motor), substrate heater, and is typically equipped with various pressure gauges, 
controllers, and other instruments to control the deposition environment of the system, as shown 
in Figure 3.1. 
During deposition process, a pulsed laser was focused onto the target of the materials (in this 
case, it is composite ceramic target) to be deposited. For sufficiently high laser energy density, 
ablated material was ejected from the target in a highly directed plume. The ablation plum provides 
material flux for film growth. Through choosing proper deposition parameters, epitaxial thin films 
will be able to grow by this system. Compared to other deposition techniques, PLD has the merits 
of preserving complex stoichiometries, easy to use multiple materials and easy to replace the 
targets, cost effective process (compared to MBE for growing the same kind of complex oxide 





prototyping of materials and investigating various phases 120. When it comes to the point of 
stoichiometry transfer character of the PLD,  it is worth to emphasize here that for the deposition 
of multi-cation or VAN thin films, the phase of the target does not need to be precisely the same 
as that of the desired film and only the cation stoichiometry need be identical to that of the films 
120. This character is ideal for the VAN thin films growth, especially for the ETO-Eu2O3 composite, 
since it will not be necessary to obtain EuTiO3 phase in the ceramic target (which is rather 
challenging to keep valence state of Eu to be 2+ after normal sintering process). 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of PLD system. 
 
Before deposition, the substrates were cleaned by bathing and ultrasonication in acetone, 
isopropanol and still water for 15 minutes, respectively, and finally dried with nitrogen gas. During 
deposition, the ETO-based thin film deposition was normally done in high vacuum environment 
to minimize oxygen content and prevent unwanted second phase from forming. A base pressure 





substrate was heated up to a growth temperature before deposition (when the substrate temperature 
was heated up to around 710 ℃, the chamber pressure was about 2*10-6 Torr). A high-power 
pulsed laser beam generated by a Lambda Physik® KrF excimer laser with a wavelength of 248 
nm was used to strike the composite target. Parameters like laser beam energy and laser pulse rate 
were adjusted during growth. Also, the target was rotated during deposition process to ensure 
optimal usage of target material. 
 
3.2 Structural characterization 
In this section, structural characterization and automated analysis of atomic resolution images 
techniques are described. 
 
3.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
XRD is a laboratory technique that reveal materials’ information, such as chemical composition, 
crystal structure, crystallite size, strain, preferred orientation and layer thickness. The basic idea 
of XRD is as follows: The spacing between the crystal lattices is on the order of a few angstroms 
and it is comparable to the wavelength of X-ray, thus crystalline atoms will cause a beam of 
incident X-rays to diffract into many directions. According to Bragg’s law 121: 
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                                                       (7) 
where n is an integer number, λ is the wavelength of X-ray source, d is material’s lattice spacing 
and θ is the angle between incident beam and the material’s crystallographic plane. The law 
demonstrates that the path length difference between X-rays reaching the atomic planes must be a 
multiple of their wavelength to undergo constructive interference; otherwise they will interfere 
destructively, as shown in Figure 3.2.  
By detecting the angles and intensities of these diffracted beams, a crystallographer can 
produce a three-dimensional picture describing the density of electrons. From this picture, 





Figure 3.2 Schematic of the constructive interference according to Bragg’s law. 
 
In this work, a PANalytical Empyrean® High-resolution X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Ka1 
radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å), a hybrid two bounce monochromator, programmable anti-scatter slits 
and a scintillation counter . Four circles geometry-omega (ω), theta (θ), chi (χ) and phi (ψ) was 
used to obtain diffraction signals of the thin films, as shown in Figure 3.3 (a).  
In this work, 2θ-ω scans were performed to detect the thin films’ phase composition and 
epitaxial orientation. As shown in Figure 3.3 (b), 2θ-ω scans were performed in Bragg-Brentano 
geometry, in which the diffracted angle (2θ) moved twice as the incident angle (ω). Thus, the d 
spacing of the crystalline planes (oriented parallel to the surface) of the investigated film can be 
obtained. And by using the Bragg’s law (Equation 7), the out-of-plane lattice parameters of thin 
films can be determined. 
Reciprocal space map (RSM) scans were performed to quantify the degree of strain in the thin 
film and the mismatch between thin films and substrate. A series of 2θ-ω scans versus ω were 
collected, as shown in Figure 3.3 (c). All these data formed a contour map in qx and qz coordinates 





and out-of-plane lattice parameters (in ETO and STO, qx = h/a, qz = l/c). The lattice mismatch and 
strain of a phase with respect to the substrate were acquired by the position of diffracted peaks. 
The strain caused by lattice mismatch between thin films and substrates can be calculated from the 
following equations: 
In-plane strain = % In-plane lattice mismatch = 
αfilm−αsubstrate
αsubstrate
× 100%                (8) 
Out-of-plane strain = % Out-of-plane lattice mismatch = 
𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚−𝑐𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑐𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
× 100%        (9) 
In these equations, 𝛼𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 was the in-plane lattice parameters of the thin film, 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚was the out-of-
plane lattice parameters of the thin film, 𝛼𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 was the in-plane lattice parameters of the 
substrate, and 𝑐𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 was the out-of-plane lattice parameters of the material in bulk, respectively. 





3.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (STEM) 
TEM and STEM can provide very detailed information  in analyzing the crystallographic structure 
at atomic level and phase morphologies. The TEM and STEM characterizations in this work were 
carried out by Ping Lu (Sandia National Laboratory, U.A.), Xing Sun and Haiyan Wang (Purdue 
University, U.S.). TEM can provide conventional bright field and dark field high resolution images, 
while STEM can provide clear Z-contrast images, elemental mapping contrast thus can be 
performed. Besides the morphological images, the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was 
carried out as well. In this thesis, (high-resolution) transmission electron microscopy and scanning 
transmission electron microscopy were conducted on (EuTiO3)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 and (EuTiO3)0.5-
(Eu2O3)0.5 VAN thin films (grown on SrTiO3 substrates). A FEI Titan
TM G2 800-200 STEM with 
a Cs probe corrector was used in this study. The film microstructures were studied by STEM 
imaging using high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector, and elemental mapping by 
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy. 
 
3.2.3 Atomap- Analyzing atomic resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy 
In this work, Atomap® software 122 tool was used to perform atomic column simulations on local 
STEM images. After removing the image background (noise filtered with 1-D PCA 123), the Eu 
and Ti atomic columns of EuTiO3 perovskite in STEM images were recognized in the following 
steps: 
(1) Find the position of all Eu cations atomic columns since Eu cations are the heaviest element 
and have the strongest intensity; 
(2) Refine the positions using center-of-mass until they are close enough for the 2-D Gaussian 
fitting to work effectively; 
(3) Refine the positions again by locating with nearest neighbor; 
(4) Fit the Eu cations atomic columns using the 2-D elliptical Gaussian function I (x, y), which 





                𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) =  𝐼0 + 𝐴 exp{ −[ 𝑎(𝑥 − 𝑥0)
2 − 2𝑏(𝑥 − 𝑥0)(𝑦 − 𝑦0) + 𝑐(𝑦 − 𝑦0)
2]}      (10) 





















where 𝐼0 is the background, A is the amplitude, 𝑥0 and 𝑦0 are the centre positions, 𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 are 
the standard deviations, and 𝜃 is the rotation.  
(5) Remove Eu cations from the images and repeat the above-mentioned steps again to find 
and fit the column positions of Ti cations (Ti cations are heavier than oxygen thus can be located 
after removing the Eu cations). 
After knowing the positions of both Eu and Ti cations atomic columns, structure information 
(Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle) thus can be obtained. 
 
3.3 Magnetic measurements using the Superconducting Quantum Interface 
Device (SQUID) 
The SQUID is a sensitive magnetometer used to detect small magnetic fields (~10-14 T), which 
consists of two superconductors separated by thin insulating layers to form two parallel Josephson 
junctions, as shown in Figure 3.4.  
In this work, the temperature dependence of magnetization (M-T) and magnetic field 
dependence of magnetization (M-H) were measured using Quantum Design’s MPMS® 3 (SQUID 
magnetometry) and MPMS® XL system. These systems use a direct current (DC) scan method to 
measure magnetic flux in a superconducting loop as the sample moves in the magnetic field. The 
sample was initially located in the center of the superconducting detection coil, inductively 
coupled to the magnetic field. When it moved through the coil, the magnetic moment of the sample 
induced an electric current in the detection coil.  By measuring the voltage oscillation, a change of 
magnetic flux can be quantized. This system can generate a magnetic field up to ±7 T and provide 





Figure 3.4 Schematic of SQUID setup. 
 
3.4 Valence states measurements using X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy 
(XPS) 
Valence states of chemical cation at the surface of the films was investigated by XPS, a surface 
sensitive quantitative spectroscopic technique that can measure elemental composition, empirical 
formula, chemical state and electronic state of the elements within the surface of a material.  
In XPS, a monochromatic beam of X-ray photons with energy hv is used to irradiate the measured 
sample. After receiving the X-ray photons, the core electrons with binding energy (BE) less than 
hv are ejected according to the photoelectric emission effect proposed by Einstein  124, as shown 
in Figure 3.5 (a): 
𝐵𝐸 = ℎ𝑣 − (𝐸𝑘 + 𝑊0)                                                              (11) 
where Ek is the kinetic energy of photoelectric emitted electron (referenced to Evac); W0 is the work 
function which is defined by the energy difference between Fermi level (EF) and vacuum (Evac); 
BE is the binding energy of core electrons being promoted to material’s Fermi level. For different 





XPS spectrum, as shown in Figure 3.5 (b), including the intensity of detected photoelectric emitted 
electrons versus their BE, can be obtained. By investigating these peak intensity, position and 
shape, elemental type and their chemical environment (or valence state) can be identified and 
quantified. 
In this work, a schematic of the XPS setup is shown in Figure 3.5 (c). The X-ray source adopted 
was a SPECS XR 50, which consists of high intensity twin anode made of Al and Ag coating on 
silver. Results shown in this work were collected by using an Al-Ka source (1486.6 eV). The ultra-
high vacuum provided a pressure of 10-9 Torr. The obtained data was further analyzed using the 
CasaXPS software. 







Chapter 4. Optimizing the growth of ETO-based VAN thin 
films – Results and discussion  
This chapter presents the optimization of growth parameters searched in our PLD system, aiming 
to obtain high quality ETO-based VAN thin film. Attempts to find suitable binary oxide second 
phases to form the ETO-based VAN nanostructured thin film are carried out. After the suitable 
binary oxide Eu2O3 is confirmed, the possibility of changing the ratios of the Eu2O3 phase as well 
as changing the substrates of ETO-based VAN thin film is carried out in the last section. 
 
4.1 Fabrication of (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 VAN films 
In this part, experiments were carried out aiming to find a proper second phase to incorporate with 
ETO to form self-assembled VAN films, thus introducing vertical strain to tune the strong 
correlated properties in ETO. The first attempt was CeO2, a rare-earth fluorite oxide, which had 
been successfully served as second phase in BaTiO3-CeO2 VAN thin film grown on STO 
substrates 125. 
 
4.1.1 Target fabrication and substrate temperature 
The ceramic target used here was fabricated through conventional solid-state reaction. Pure 
powders of Eu2O3 (nanopowder, ˂150 nm particle size, 99.5% trace metal basis, Sigma-Aldrich), 
TiO2 (powder, 99.9% metal basis, Alfa Aesar), CeO2 (powder, 99.9% trace metal basis, Sigma-
Aldrich) were used to fabricate (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 ceramic target. The powders were weighed in 
the required proportions  and ground for 30 minutes. The powder mixtures were then pressed into 
pellets (3 cm diameter) under hydraulic press with a pressure of 10 tons for 30 minutes. The pressed 
pellets were then sintered in a furnace in air environment: heated from room temperature to 1400 ℃ 
with 5℃/min, kept at 1400℃ for 24 hours, followed by slow cooling (1 ℃/min) to room 
temperature.  
XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on the target to check the phases, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Only Eu2Ti2O7 and CeO2 phases were identical 





stoichiometries only requires the cation stoichiometry to be identical to that of targeted film, in 
other words, the phase of the target does not need to be precisely the same. We will prove this 
point in the latter section (for fabrication of EuTiO3-Eu2O3 VAN films). The reason for the absence 
of EuTiO3 phases is the easy oxidization of Eu
2+ in EuTiO3 when annealing in room atmosphere 
117.  
Figure 4.1 XRD 2θ-ω scan of ceramic target. 
 
Thin films were grown under different substrate temperatures as shown in Table 4.1. A laser 
fluence of 2 J/cm2 with a repetition rate of 3 Hz was used to ablate the ceramic target. During 
deposition, the samples were kept at 2 ∙ 10-6 Torr in vacuum. The samples were cooled down to 

























XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on these samples to identify the phases as shown in Figure 
4.2. 0 0 l,  0 0 2  and  0 0 3 peaks of ETO and STO (substrate) could be observed. However, there 
were no clear CeO2 peaks in these samples (CeO2 did exist in target). At the position of 2θ around 
28 o, small peaks which intensity nearly close to that of background could be observed. These 
peaks were suspected to be 1 1 1 peaks of CeO2. So far, no clear evidence showing the co-existence 
of both ETO and CeO2 phases under these growth condition.  
 
Figure 4.2 XRD 2θ-ω scans of (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 thin film on (0 0 1)-oriented STO using differnet 





4.1.2 Post-annealed under O2 atmosphere 
Among sample 1 to sample 4, the most promising one was sample 2, since its XRD 2θ-ω scan 
showed clear 0 0 l peaks of ETO and suspected 1 1 1 CeO2 peak. In the literature reported BaTiO3-
CeO2 VAN thin film grown on STO substrates 
125, substrate temperature was set at 700 oC, which 
is very closed to our substrate temperature condition (sample 2). The major growth condition 
difference to ours was post-annealing the sample at a temperature of 500 oC for 30 mins at an 
oxygen partial pressure of 500 Torr. The purpose of post-annealing the BaTiO3-CeO2 VAN thin 
film was to compensate the oxygen loss during deposition in high vacuum. Inspired by this, sample 
5 was made using the same growth parameter as sample 2 and post-annealed in O2 at a temperature 
of 500 oC for 3 hours once deposition was finished. 
XRD 2θ-ω scan was carried out on sample 5 and the 2θ-ω data of sample 2 and 5 is plotted 
together for better comparison, as shown in Figure 4.3. The intensity of suspected (1 1 1) CeO2 
peak maintained the same level while there were no detectable 0 0 l ETO peaks in sample 5. For 
the missing 0 0 l ETO peaks, one possibility was that oxygen vacancies been compensated and 
ETO showed bulk-like structure. However, this can be ruled out since in order to gain high quality 
ETO thin film (which lattice parameter same as STO), the only way is to anneal it in H2+Ar 
atmosphere at a temperature of near 1000 oC from previous report 128. From 2θ-ω scan of sample 
5, there existed no Eu2Ti2O7 impurity phases (refer to Figure 4.1), since the post-annealed 






Figure 4.3 XRD 2θ-ω scans of (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 thin film with O2 post-annealing (sample 5) and 
without O2 post-annealing (sample 2).  
 
4.1.3 Buffer Layer 
The above experimental trails on making the (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 thin film suggested a possibility 
of poor crystallinity CeO2. By inserting a very thin CeO2 layer (served as seeding layer of CeO2) 
before growing the (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 thin film, the situation might be improved. Here we used 
two targets for this process, one was the (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 composite ceramic target used for 
sample 1 to sample 4, the other was pure CeO2 ceramic target. After the STO substrate was heated 
up to 700 oC, oxygen pressure was kept at 2.2 ∙ 10-1 mbar for growing the CeO2 seeding layer. 
After growing CeO2 thin layer, the chamber was pumped down again to base pressure (2 ∙ 10
-7 
Torr in vacuum). When the system condition was stable, (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5 thin film was grown 
following the growth condition of sample 2. Thus the (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5/CeO2/STO thin film was 
made (named sample 6). XRD 2θ-ω scan of sample 6 was carried out as shown in Figure 4.4. 1 1 





Figure 4.4 XRD 2θ-ω scans of (ETO)0.5-(CeO2)0.5/CeO2/STO. 
 
4.2 Fabrication of (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 VAN films on STO substrate 
To find a proper binary oxide second phase to form ETO-based self-assembled nanocomposite 
thin film using PLD was challenging since ETO needed to be grown in relatively high vacuum (or 
reducing atmosphere) to prevent the oxidization of Eu2+. Based on the experimental results from 
last section, it would be ideal if the binary oxide second phase could be crystalline in relative high 
vacuum. Eu2O3 thin film grown on Si substrates under vacuum of around 10
-6 Torr with a substrate 
temperature of 750 oC using PLD was reported 131.  
Besides the growth condition compatibility, the non-magnetic Eu2O3 
132 second phase in ETO-
based self-assembled nanocomposite thin film owns the following merits: 






(2) it is mechanically stiffer than ETO (Eu2O3 elastic modulus: 150 GPa 133, ETO elastic 
modulus: 76 GPa 134).The difference in elastic modulus is required to achieve strain control 
on one phase by the other and thus enabling coupling and tuning new properties. 
(3) it has cubic structure with a larger lattice parameter (a = 10.859 Å for bulk Eu2O3 135) and 
so, ideally if Eu2O3 nanopillars form in an ETO matrix with [001] direction, and that there 
is 8:3 correspondence of the lattices (8ETO:3Eu2O3), at the interfacial regions with ETO, 
it should stretch ETO out-of-plane by 4.28%. 
 
4.2.1 Fabrication of ceramic targets prepared for (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) 
VAN thin films growth. 
The ceramic targets used in this section was fabricated through conventional solid-state reaction. 
Pure powders of Eu2O3 (nanopowder, ˂150 nm particle size, 99.5% trace metal basis, Sigma-
Aldrich) and TiO2 (powder, 99.9% metal basis, Alfa Aesar) were used to fabricate (ETO)1-x-
(Eu2O3)x (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) ceramic targets. The powders were weighed in the required 
proportions and ground for 30 minutes. The powder mixtures were then pressed into pellets (3 cm 
diameter) under hydraulic press with a pressure of 10 tons for 30 minutes. The pressed pellets were 
then sintered in a furnace in air environment: heated from room temperature to 1400 ℃ with 
5℃/min, kept at 1400℃ for 24 hours, followed by slow cooling (1 ℃/min) to room temperature.  
XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on the target to check the phases, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
Though in this section, we start with optimizing the growth parameters for growing (ETO)0.5-
(Eu2O3)0.5 VAN thin films first, here we demonstrate XRD 2θ-ω scans of all ceramic targets 
prepared for making (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) VAN thin films. As shown in 
Figure 4.5, Eu2O3 phases 
136 were identical in all compounds. Eu2Ti2O7 phases 
127 were identical 
in x = 0.2, 0.25 and 0.33 compounds, while signals of Eu2Ti2O7 phases were rather weak in x = 
0.5 target since the molar ratio (volume ratio as well) of Eu2Ti2O7 was rather small compared to 
the other three. Eu2Ti2O7 phases, instead of EuTiO3 phases, appeared in the ceramic target since 
the powder mixtures were sintered in air atmosphere. For getting pure EuTiO3 phases in ceramic 
targets, it required sintering in H2+Ar atmosphere 





phases using PLD technique, Eu2Ti2O7 ceramic target was used and pure ETO thin films were 
obtained after optimizing the growth conditions in PLD 128. 
Figure 4.5 XRD 2θ-ω scans of ceramic targets prepared for (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x = 0.2, 0.25, 
0.33, 0.5) VAN thin films growth. 
 
4.2.2 Fabrication of (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 VAN films in high vacuum 
In this part, (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films were grown on (0 0 1)-oriented STO substrate under 
high vacuum. A laser fluence of 2 J/cm2 was used to ablate the ceramic target Parameters such as 
laser repetition rate, substrate temperature, and post-annealing process were performed to optimize 
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8 1 700 0.5 Vacuum  Yes Yes 
9 1 750 1 Vacuum  No No 
10 1 650 2 Vacuum  No No 




12 5 700 1 Neither Weak Yes 
13 1 700 1  O2 No Yes 
14 1 700 1 Neither Weak No 
15 1 700 1 Vacuum  No No 
16 10 700 2 Neither Yes No 
17 5 700 1 Neither Yes Yes 
 
After the samples were grown, XRD 2θ-ω scans were performed to identify whether there was 
coexistence of both EuTiO3 (ETO) and Eu2O3 peaks (Ag peaks are from silver paste). Among 
these samples, there were three samples (sample 8, 12 and 17) showing both ETO and Eu2O3 peaks 
in 2θ-ω scans, as shown in Figure 4.6. All these three samples (sample 8, 12 and 17) were deposited 
on substrates at 700 oC. For better vacuum (5∙10-7 Torr) during deposition with lower laser 
frequency (1 Hz) and post-annealed inside vacuum without O2 or H2+Ar atmosphere after the 
deposition, take sample 8 for example, clear ETO 0 0 l (l = 1, 2, 3), Eu2O3 2 2 2 and Eu2O3 0 0 4 
peaks can be obtained in XRD 2θ-ω scans. When it came to sample 12 and 17, PLD deposition 
were performed when the vacuum was near 1×10-6 Torr and 5Hz laser frequency without post-
annealing process, the intensity of EuTiO3 0 0 l (l = 1, 2) peaks were lower compared to that of 





However, when compared sample 12 with sample 17, same thin film growth process was 
performed but showing observable differences in XRD 2θ-ω scans. The atmosphere (O2 or H2+Ar) 
annealing introduced after deposition to improve thin films (valence states of Eu can be switched 
accordingly) quality showed no significant result. Further optimized experiment needed to be 
performed to fully mastering the exact growth condition for controllable growth of (ETO)0.5-
(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films. 
Figure 4.6 XRD 2θ-ω scans of (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films grown on (0 0 1)-oriented STO 
substrate under high vacuum. 
 
4.2.3 Fabrication of (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 VAN films in reducing atmosphere 
Another attempt to make (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films on (0 0 1)-oriented STO was performed 
when deposition undertaken at a reducing atmosphere of 96 vol % Ar + 4 vol % H2. A laser fluence 
of 2 J/cm2 with repetition rate of 3 Hz was used to ablate the ceramic target, substrate temperature 
was set to be 700 oC, 96 vol % Ar + 4 vol % H2 gas was introduced after the substrate reached 





3 mbar (7.5∙10-4 Torr ), as shown in Table 4.3. Once the deposition was finished, samples were 
cooled down without post-annealing to room temperature while keeping the pressure of reducing 
gas stayed the same. 
 
Table 4.3 (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films on (0 0 1)-oriented STO substrate under varying 96 vol % 






















1∙10-1 No Yes 
19 1∙10-2 Yes Yes 
20 1∙10-3 Yes No 
 
After the samples were grown, XRD 2θ-ω scans were performed to identify whether there was 
coexistence of both ETO and Eu2O3 peaks, as shown in Figure 4.7. In sample 19, which was 
deposited under 10-2 mbar (7.5∙10-3 Torr) 96 vol % Ar + 4 vol % H2, ETO 0 0 l (l = 1, 2) and Eu2O3 
2 2 2 peaks could be clearly identified. For sample grown under 10-1 mbar (7.5∙10-2 Torr ), EuTiO3 
0 0 l peaks disappeared in XRD 2θ-ω scans and for sample grown under 10-3 mbar (7.5∙10-4 Torr ), 





Figure 4.7 XRD 2θ-ω scans of (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films grown on (0 0 1)-oriented STO 
substrate under varying 96 vol % Ar + 4 vol % H2 pressure. 
 
Based on the optimized reducing atmosphere (96 vol % Ar + 4 vol % H2) confirmed to be 10
-
2 mbar (7.5∙10-3 Torr) (sample 19), under which both ETO 0 0 l (l = 1, 2) and Eu2O3 2 2 2 peaks 
were shown in XRD 2θ-ω scans. Another (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films on (0 0 1)-oriented STO 
were made using the same growth condition as sample 19 with slightly varying the substrate 
temperature during deposition, as shown in Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4 (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films on (0 0 1)-oriented STO substrate under 10
-2 mbar 96 vol % 



























23 720 Yes Yes 
24 730 Yes Yes 
25 740 Yes Yes 
26 750 Yes No 
 
XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on these sample as shown in Figure 4.8. A substrate 
temperature window ranging from 700 oC to 740 oC (under the 96 vol % Ar + 4 vol % H2 pressure 
of 1∙10-2 mbar during deposition) could be confirmed in order to obtain both ETO and Eu2O3 phase 
observable from the 2θ-ω scans (as shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9). Comparing the 2θ-ω 
scans of samples deposited under substrate temperatures of 700 oC to 730 oC (sample 19, 22, 23, 
24), slightly varying the substrate temperatures (10-20 oC) would affect the OOP orientation of 
Eu2O3 phase. Under the substrate temperature of 700
 ℃, only ETO 0 0 l (l = 1, 2) and Eu2O3 2 2 
2 peaks was shown. Under the substrate temperature of 710 oC and 720 oC, only ETO 0 0 l (l = 1, 
2) and Eu2O3 0 0 4 peaks was shown. When the substrate temperature reached 730
 oC, ETO 0 0 l 
(l = 1, 2, 3), Eu2O3 2 2 2 and Eu2O3 0 0 4 peaks coexisted. The crystallinity of both ETO and Eu2O3 
peaks started to decay at the substrate temperature of 740 oC and disappeared at the substrate 





Figure 4.8 XRD 2θ-ω scans of (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films grown on (0 0 1)-oriented STO 
substrate under 10-2 mbar 96 vol % Ar + 4 vol % H2 pressure with varying substrate temperature. 
 
4.3 Fabrication of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) thin films  
Based on the experience of making (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 thin films under various growth conditions, 
it would be crucial to control the growth parameters of growth pressure, substrate temperature and 
laser repetition rate at the same time to obtained both ETO and Eu2O3 phases with designed 
orientation. Also, in order to explore careful and systematic control of strong correlated couplings 
in ETO, different strain states induced by the second phase were desirable. Systematic strain tuning 
is was enabled simply by changing the ratios of the phases in VAN system. For instance, through 
varying the percentage of Sm2O3 in Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 VAN films 
56, the strain state was systematically 
tuned and consequently so were the ferroelectric properties. Also,  by incorporating different 
RE2O3 (RE = Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy and Er) with increasing lattice parameters in SrZrO3 VAN films 
137, 
the vertical tensile strain was systematically increased in  SrZrO3, resulting in the enhancement of 





4.3.1 Fabrication of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) thin films on STO (0 0 1) 
As shown in Table 4.5, the (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x thin films were fabricated with a laser fluence of 2 
J/cm and a repetition rate of 3Hz. During the deposition, the temperature of substrate was kept at 
710 0C and the background vacuum was 1-2∙10-6 Torr without introducing O2 to prevent unwanted 
phases appear. The ceramic composite target used were introduced in Section 4.2.1. After the 
deposition finished, samples were cooled down to room temperature without further post-
annealing. 
 













0 0 l ETO 
peaks  
2 2 2 Eu2O3 
peaks 
0 0 4 Eu2O3 
peaks 
x=0.2 





XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on these sample as shown in Figure 4.9. The coexistence of 
ETO 0 0 l (l = 1, 2, 3) and Eu2O3 0 0 4 peaks indicated the epitaxial growth of ETO and Eu2O3 
phases in the VAN thin films under the optimized growth condition (Table 4.5). No Eu2O3 2 2 2 
peak was observed from the 2θ-ω scans for all these films. When compared Figure 4.9 with Figure 
4.5 (XRD  2θ-ω scans for ceramic targets), no Eu2Ti2O7 phases were identical after deposition. It 
is same with experimental process carried out in depositing pure ETO thin films using Eu2Ti2O7 
ceramic targets as reported in literature 128. And once more confirms the point (mentioned in 
Section 3.1.2) that when using PLD deposition technique,  preserving stoichiometries only requires 
the cation stoichiometry to be identical to that of targeted film. Further strain states analysis of 





Figure 4.9 XRD 2θ-ω scans of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) thin films grown on (0 
0 1)-oriented STO substrates. 
 
4.3.2 Fabrication of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0.2) thin films on LSAT and DyScO3 substrates 
To explore the possibility of growing ETO-Eu2O3 nanocomposite film on substrates other than (0 
0 1)-oriented STO, we chose (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 composite and tried to deposit on (0 0 1)-oriented 
LSAT and (1 1 0)-oriented DyScO3 substrates. Since pure ETO thin films had been reported to 
deposit on these two substrates by molecular-beam epitaxy system 16,80, it was worth trying to grow 
our ETO-Eu2O3 nanocomposite on these two substrates. 
Two (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 thin films were deposit on (0 0 1)-oriented LSAT and (1 1 0)-oriented 
DyScO3 substrates respectively using the optimized growth parameters of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x 
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After the samples were grown, XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on as shown in Figure 4.10. 
Under the growth condition of Table 4.6, (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 thin films could be successfully 
deposited on (0 0 1)-oriented LSAT, showing clear peaks of ETO 0 0 l (l = 1, 2, 3) and Eu2O3 0 0 
4. However, Eu2O3 0 0 4 peak could not be seen when the substrate was changed to (1 1 0)-oriented 
DyScO3 while other growth parameter maintained the same. Comparing the results of (ETO)0.8-
(Eu2O3)0.2 thin films grown on different substrates (STO, LSAT and DyScO3), it was obvious that 
making the (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x nanostructured thin film required careful selection of substrates and 
growth window to form the nanostructured with preferred orientation and coexistence of both 
phases. 






In summary, systematic studies for optimizing the growth condition for ETO-based VAN thin 
films were carried out in this chapter. we carried out investigations for finding a suitable binary 
oxide second phase to incoporate with ETO. It was challenging since the growth condition suitable 
for growing ETO would not always be compatible with that of the binary oxide. After various 
exploration, (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 was successfully fabricated on (0 0 1)-oriented STO under careful 
control of growth pressure, substrate temperature and laser repetition rate. Finally, the optimized 
growth condition (laser repletion rate of 3 Hz, substrate temperature of 710 oC and growth pressure 
of 1-2∙10-6 Torr) was confirmed to make the (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x  (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) epitaxial 







Chapter 5. 3D strain induced magnetic phase transition in 
ETO using VAN structure and giant cryogenic magnetic 
entropy changes in (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 VAN film – Results and 
discussions 
As introduced in Section 2.2 and 2.3, exploring the magnetic interactions and underlying 
mechanism of emergent FM in strained ETO films is critical to fully understand the mechanism of 
electrical field-controlled magnetism in ETO. Previous work has reported that the magnetic ground 
state of ETO could be switched by biaxial tensile strain 16,82, volume expansion 83, and electric 
fields 80. For a 1.1% biaxial tensile strain on (1 1 0)-oriented DyScO3 substrate 
16, a spin-phonon-
driven destabilization of the lattice induces a FE-FM phase in ETO with a low-lying state 
competing with a PE-AF phase 15. Also, large lattice volume expansions of 1.56%  (LaAlO3),    
2.41% (SrTiO3) and 3.92% (DyScO3) caused by the lattice mismatch between ETO and the 
substrates 83, ETO was again strained to become FM from AF. The result was explained by the 
exchange coupling constants variation with  the changes of lattice volume 84,85,138. In addition, 
under “moderate” compressive strain, an applied electric filed was found to eliminate long-range 
AF order in ETO films grown on (001)-oriented LSAT substrates, inducing a magnetic state with 
nanometer-sized FM clusters. This was explained by the modification of local exchange coupling 
via the electric field 80. DFT calculations have been carried out to explain and understand these 
phenomena 15,80,84,85,138. 
All the above works were focused on biaxial strained ETO films with a thickness ˂ 25nm. 
Different scenarios were used for explaining the FM phase obtained, but there is no clear consensus 
of its origin. So far, three major magnetic interactions are reckoned to be crucial for determining 
the magnetic ground states of ETO as mentioned in Section 2.3, the latest proposal was that the 3rd 
NN interactions play an unneglectable role in determining magnetic ground state and the strength 
of this superexchange interaction relies upon the bond angle and the bond length of Eu-Ti-Eu along 
the {111} direction 80. 
Referring to the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules 139–142, we know that the 
superexchange interaction J depends strongly on bond angle rather than on bond length. In this 





direction would significantly affect the Eu-Ti-Eu superexchange and then change the magnetic 
ground state in ETO. However, to the best of our knowledge, experimental investigations of the 
Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle and its influence on the magnetic properties of ETO have not been reported. 
In standard epitaxial ETO films, in-plane (IP) biaxial tension (compression) along [001]/ [010] 
leads to out-of-plane (OOP) compression (tension) along [100] via the Possion effect, which means 
that the [111] bond length cannot be expanded (compressed) to any great extent, and hence the Eu-
Ti-Eu superexchange coupling cannot be tuned significantly. 
To systematically tune the strain along {111} and to understand the critical role of the Eu2+-
Ti4+-Eu2+ superexchange coupling in controlling the magnetic ground states, the VAN approach is 
ideal as the vertical out-of-plane strain is tuned independently of the in-plane strain. The strain is 
not diminished with the film thickness (up to um) 47,143,144, and so any spurious effects arising from 
substrate-induced dead layers in very thin (˂10 nm) coherently strained films is eliminated. 
Furthermore, systematic strain tuning is enabled simply by changing the ratios of the phases in 
VAN system.  
In this chapter, we demonstrate the control of the molar ratio of Eu2O3 (EO) in EuTiO3 (ETO) 
VAN films, from 20% to 50% (20%, 25%, 33% and 50%) will lead to the systematically change 
of vertical strain and hence local structure and magnetic properties of ETO. STEM and atomic 
simulation are carried out to study the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle change along [111] direction. Density 
functional theory calculations are performed to confirm the magnetism in ETO being modified by 
vertical strain.  
As introduced in Section 2.4, magnetocaloric effect has been intensively studied in ETO-based 









28, for they are very promising magnetic 
refrigeration materials working under cryogenic temperature showing large adiabatic temperature 
change and magnetic entropy change under low magnetic field. 
To best of our knowledge, the magnetocaloric effect on the ETO-based thin films has not been 
reported. Exploring the magnetocaloric materials at the nanoscale are fascinating since it can 
unlock regions of parameter space that are inaccessible to modern bulk synthesis techniques, such 





to bulk materials, magnetocaloric materials explored in thin films exhibits reduced maximum 
entropy change and enhanced temperature breadth due to finite size effects and defects 145.  
At the end of this chapter, magnetic entropy changes characterizations on (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x 
(x= 0.2, 0.5) thin films were carried out. Giant magnetic entropy change (-∆Smax = 31.4 J/kg∙K at 
∆H = 2T) was observed in  (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 VAN thin film, which is higher than the literature 
reported single crystal bulk ETO 20 (-∆Smax = 23 J/kg∙K at ∆H = 2T) or polycrystal bulk ETO 
21 (-
∆Smax = 22.3 J/kg∙K at ∆H = 2T). 
 
5.1 Fabrication of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0, 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 1) thin films  
As shown in Table 5.1, thin films of (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0, 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 1) were grown 
on (001)-oriented STO using the optimized parameter confirmed in Section 4.3, the thickness of 
all the thin films were controlled to be around 220 nm. STO was selected as substrate for the 
system since it is a non- magnetic material with the same structure and lattice parameter as bulk 
ETO (a = 3.905 Å for bulk STO 146; a = 3.905 Å for bulk ETO 14), which is ideal for the epitaxial 
growth of high quality ETO thin films. Non-magnetic Eu2O3 is ideal secondary phase in this study 
not only because the merits mentioned in Section 4.2 but also it is confirmed to be compatible with 
the growth condition of pure ETO. In this (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) on STO 
system, as shown in Figure 5.1, with increasing fractions of the second phase Eu2O3, the distance 
between nanopillars will decrease and so more of the ETO will be vertically strained (i.e. less in-
plane relaxation of the ETO lattice). Hence larger fractions of EO added to ETO are expected to 
produce larger out-of-plane strain in the ETO. At the same time, the in-plane strain is not modified 









Table 5.1 Growth parameters of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0, 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) thin films grown on 














Film 1, x = 0 





Film 2, x = 0.2 201 
Film 3, x = 0.25 217 
Film 4, x = 0.33 227 
Film 5, x = 0.5 231 
Film 6, x = 1 223 
 
Figure 5.1 Schematic of self-assembled EuTiO3-Eu2O3 nanocomposite thin films. Eu2O3 serves 





5.2 Strain states analysis of ETO in (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0, 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) 
thin films using XRD 
To investigate the strain states of ETO in (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) thin films, 
XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on these samples to determine the OOP lattice parameters of 
ETO while reciprocal space map (RSM) were carried out near the STO 1 0 3 peaks to confirm the 
OOP lattice parameters and determine the IP lattice parameters. In order to give a more 
straightforward comparison, XRD 2θ-ω scans of pure EuTiO3 and Eu2O3 thin films were added 
and Figure 4.9 was redraw as Figure 5.2, the XRD 2θ-ω scans of plain ETO (x=0), ETO-Eu2O3 
VAN nanocomposite films (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5), and plain Eu2O3 (x=1) show only 0 0 l peaks 
from ETO, Eu2O3 and STO substrates, indicating the epitaxial growth of ETO and Eu2O3 phases 
in the VAN thin films. Apart from the expected ETO, Eu2O3 and STO phases, no impurity phases 
are detected.  
 
Figure 5.2 XRD 2θ-ω scans of plain ETO (x=0), ETO-Eu2O3 VAN nanocomposite films (x=0.2, 





As shown in Figure 5.3, the relative peak heights of the ETO and Eu2O3 phases vary in accordance 
the phase fraction at the selected range where Eu2O3, ETO and STO are included. A rise of the 
Eu2O3 peaks started to show up and follows by a decrease of ETO peaks as the fraction of Eu2O3 
changed from x = 0 to x = 0.5. The position of the 0 0 l peaks for ETO show a general trend of 
decreasing 2θ (increasing d spacing, and hence larger ‘c’) with larger EO fraction, indicating that 
the different levels of vertical strain states were induced as varying the fraction of EO. 
Figure 5.3 Selected range XRD 2θ-ω patterns of plain ETO (x=0) and ETO-Eu2O3 VAN 
nanocomposite films (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5). 
 
As shown in Figure 5.4, RSM of plain ETO (x= 0) and ETO-Eu2O3 VAN films (x= 0.2, 0.25, 
0.33, 0.5) near the STO 1 0 3 peak were measured. For both the plain ETO and the VAN ETO-EO 
films, the ETO 1 0 3 peaks have the same Qin values as the STO 1 0 3 peaks, indicating that the IP 
lattice parameters of ETO are the same as that for the STO substrate (aSTO = aETO = bSTO = 
bETO = 3.905 Å). The OOP lattice parameter for ETO, is indicated by the red dash lines in the 





3.950 Å (film 1, x= 0) to cETO = 4.028 Å (film 5, x= 0.5). ETO peak in x = 0.5 showed like a line 
shape was caused by relative low intensity of (1 0 3) ETO, which was comparable to background 
signal noise from XRD system.  
Figure 5.4 Reciprocal space maps of plain ETO and nanocomposite films around STO 1 0 3 and 
ETO 1 0 3 peaks. 
 
The IP lattice parameters, OOP lattice parameters, tetragonal distortions and vertical strains of 
the ETO in these samples were summarized as shown in Table 5.2. The error bars introduced were 
caused by peak broadening and the step size of individual 2θ-ω scans. The OOP lattice constant is 
saturated when the EO fraction reaches x= 0.25. If we compare the lateral width of the ETO 
between the embedded EO nanofeatures for the x= 0.2 and 0.5 in the TEM images in Figures 5.5 
(a) and 5.5 (d, e) in Section 5.3, the values are up to ~ 50 nm, and ~5 -30 nm, respectively. These 
values are estimated and averaged from multiple images. The latter spacing is certainly small 





the flattening of the c-parameter rise with increasing x, which will take place when the spacing of 
the ETO between pillars is below around 20 nm 56. 
 
Table 5.2 The IP lattice parameters, OOP lattice parameters, tetragonal distortions and vertical 
strains of the ETO in plain ETO (x=0) and ETO-Eu2O3 VAN nanocomposite films (x=0.2, 0.25, 
0.33, 0.5). 
 
5.3 TEM and STEM characterizations of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0.2, 0.5) VAN 
thin films  
TEM and STEM characterizations were carried out on (ETO) 1-x -(Eu2O3) x (x= 0.2 and 0.5) VAN 
nanocomposite films to investigate their crystallographic structure at atomic level and phase 
morphologies.  
Comparing the (S)TEM images for the x=0.2 and x=0.5 samples (Figures 5.5 a-c, cf. Figures 
5.5 d-f), we first observe that the ETO appears as a lighter contrast phase (as expected for the lower 
atomic weight). Next, we observe that columns of EO embedded in the ETO are not fully 
continuous in the x=0.2 sample (Figures 5.5 a-e) but become continuous for the x=0.5 sample 
(Figures 5.5 d-f). We can therefor label the composite types as 0-3 (Figure 5.5 c) 147 and 1-3 (Figure 
5.5 f) 48, for x=0.2 and 0.5, respectively. We shade the ETO phase green and EO phase yellow in 
Figs. 2c, d and g to show the 2 phases more clearly. We also observe the ETO nucleates and grows 
first on the STO substrate (Figures 5.5 a and d) as expected because of lower interfacial energy of 




of ETO (Å) 
IP Lattice 
Parameter a  






Film 1, x = 0 3.950±0.005 
3.905±0.005 
1.012±0.005 1.15 
Film 2, x = 0.2 4.002±0.005 1.025±0.005 2.48 
Film 3, x = 0.25 4.029±0.005 1.032±0.005 3.18 
Film 4, x = 0.33 4.019±0.005 1.029±0.005 2.92 





(Figures 5.5 b and e), both EO and ETO phases are highly crystalline for x = 0.2 and 0.5 and the 
interfaces between the phases are very clean. 
Figure 5.5 (a, b, c) TEM and STEM characterization and schenmatic type of film 2 (x = 0.2); (d, 





To exclude the possible existence of Eu-rich phases, Eu2Ti2O7, Eu2TiO5, Eu2TiO4, Eu3Ti2O7 
76,148
 which could possibly form, we investigated selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns 
x = 0.2 sample. As shown in Figure 5.6, only EO diffraction patters are detected, there is no 
evidence of the above ternary phase, and hence the magnetic properties measured later originated 
from ETO only (EO is nonmagnetic). 
Figure 5.6 (a, b) Zoomed in region of x = 0.2 (film 2) and related SAED. 
 
5.4 Magnetic properties characterizations of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x=0, 0.2, 0.25, 
0.33, 0.5) thin films using SQUID 
To investigate the magnetic properties of the ETO, temperature-dependent magnetization and 
magnetic field-dependent magnetization were carried out using SQUID. Since there is no 
magnetization contribution from Eu3+, the measured magnetization is ascribed to Eu2+ from the 
ETO phase 149,150. M-T curves obtained by field-cooling under 100 Oe are shown in Figure 5.7 (a), 
FM-like behavior is observed for all VAN films (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, and 0.5). This result is sharply 
different to plain epitaxial ETO films in the literature which overwhelmingly show AF behavior. 
There is only one exception where the OOP lattice parameter is reduced, and FM behavior has 
been shown 16. This point will be discussed later in this section. By taking the 1st derivate of M-T 





independent of vertical strain. Magnetic hysteresis loops (magnetization vs. magnetic field, M-H) 
were measured along the a-b plane of ETO at 2 K as shown in Figure 5.7 (b). Here it should be 
noted that only ETO contributes to the magnetization since EO and STO are non-magnetic. The 
values of magnetic moment (M) obtained at 2K and 500 Oe field, as well as the coercivity fields 
(Hc) are summarized in Table 5.3.  
Figure 5.7 (a) Temperature-dependent magnetization measured from 1.8 K to 30 K of plain film 
(x = 0) and nanocomposite films (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) (field-cool under 100 Oe). The inset 
shows 1st derivation M-T of x = 0.5. (b) Magnetic hysteresis loops of plain film and nanocomposite 
films measured at 2 K. 
Table 5.3 The magnetic properties of the ETO in plain ETO (x=0) and ETO-Eu2O3 VAN 
nanocomposite films (x=0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5). 
(ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x Tc (K) 
M                  
2K 500 Oe 
( μB/Eu) 
Hc(Oe) 
Film 1, x = 0 PM 0.62 0 
Film 2, x = 0.2 3.00 5.15 5.74 
Film 3, x = 0.25 2.98 2.26 7.09 
Film 4, x = 0.33 3.00 1.96 16.77 
Film 5, x = 0.5 3.12 1.46 26.23 
Comparing the Table 5.2 and 5.3, we can see that M decreases from 5.15 μB/Eu on going from 





5.74 Oe to 26.23 Oe. We compare our results to previous experimental works 14,16,83,128 and 
theoretical calculation 15,16, in a diagram showing OOP lattice parameter versus IP parameter for 
ETO films with magnetic properties indicated. We also show lines of constant c/a. Theoretically 
15,16, due to spin-lattice coupling effect in single phase ETO, the boundaries of ferromagnetism for 
ETO lie at above the value of c/a = 1.02 (vertical strain case) or below the value of 0.99 (horizonal 
strain case) as shown in Figure 5.8. Our x = 0.2 VAN film has c/a (1.025±0.005). This is very 
close to the theoretical boundary, so both AF and FM interactions likely exist in the film. This 
explains why Hc is rather small (5.74 Oe), since in un-strained or bulk ETO 
16,128 (purely AF), Hc 
would be 0 Oe. For the x=0.5 VAN film, the c/a is 1.031, far higher than the boundary value (1.02), 
so FM interactions dominate. This explains the high Hc value of 26.23 Oe (measured at 2K), since 
in strained ETO 16 (ETO on DyScO3), Hc is around 50 Oe (measured at 1.8K). In addition, the very 
high c/a values were achieved using VAN structures to induce this level of tetragonality into plain 
films without external pressure. Hence, we confirm clearly the theoretical predictions of the FM 
zone being at high c/a. 
Figure 5.8 Phase diagram for both strained- and unstrained-ETO showing the relationship between 





5.5 Atomic column study of (ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x= 0.2, 0.5) VAN films using 
Atomap 
As introduced before, the magnetic ground states of ETO are strongly determined by the Eu-Ti-
Eu superexchange interactions along the {1 1 1} directions 80. To understand the magnetic behavior 
evolutions of ETO in the VAN films with increasing c/a (increasing EO) fraction, atomic column 
simulations of Eu and Ti ion positions along [0 0 1]/[0 1 0] direction in STEM images for the x = 
0.2 and x = 0.5 were performed using Atomap software 122. 
The ETO phase region (shaded green) analyzed were the area adjacent to the EO regions as 
shown in Figures 5.9 (a) and (b) for x=0.2 and 0.5, respectively. The position of Eu and Ti columns 
are shown as red and blue dots in the inset figures in Figures 5.9 (a) and (b), respectively. The 
method of how to identify atomic columns in the images are introduced in Section 3.2. 
Figure 5.9 (a, b) Atomic column sumulations on ETO region adjacent to EO regions for x = 0.2 
and 0.5 VAN films, repectively. 
 
After knowing the column positions of both Eu and Ti, Ti position shift along [0 0 1] direction 
can be defined as: 














where 𝐿2 and 𝐿1 are the distances from Ti position to upper Eu planes and lower Eu planes, 
respectively;  𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎2 and 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎1 are the triangle areas of Ti with two upper nearest Eu and two 
lower nearest Eu, respectively; 𝑉𝑥 (x = 1, 2, 4, 5) are the vectors from Ti to its nearest Eu, as 
shown in Figure 5.10. 
Figure 5.10 Schematic of Ti position shift along [0 0 1] direction. 
 
The statistic Ti shift along [001] was determined and is shown in Figure 5.11 (a) and (b), 
respectively. The red dots indicate the percentage of distance from Ti to the upper Eu planes (along 
the [001] direction) compared to two adjacent Eu planes, which are larger than 0.5 while blue ones 
are for percentage distances less than 0.5. The mean value (statistically) of Ti shift in x=0.2 VAN 
film is 0.498 (with standard deviation of 0.018) while the mean value of Ti shift for the x=0.5 
VAN film is 0.488 (with standard deviation of 0.021). 





Assuming the shift only occurs along z axis (only vertical strain introduced in our samples), 
combined with lattice parameters obtained from XRD analysis, Ti position around tetragonal 
center can be determined.  
As shown in Figure 5.12, for x=0.2 (film 2), lattice parameters are aETO=bETO=3.905 Å, 
cETO=4.002 Å. So, the position of Ti should be (1.9525, 1.9525, 2.009), and Eu ions are: Eu8 (3.905, 
0, 4.002) and Eu2 (0, 3.905, 0), so the Eu-Ti-Eu angle along [111] direction <Eu8-Ti-Eu2> is 
179.78o. For x=0.5 (film 5), lattice parameters are aETO=bETO=3.905 Å, cETO=4.028 Å. So, the 
position of Ti should be (1.9525, 1.9525, 2.062), and Eu ions are: Eu8 (3.905, 0, 4.028) and Eu2 (0, 
3.905, 0), so the Eu-Ti-Eu angle along [111] direction <Eu8-Ti-Eu2> is 178.7
o.  
Figure 5.12 Schematic of ETO unit cell. 
 
Taking the standard deviation from statistical analysis and error induced by pixels in STEM 
images, the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle along [111] is calculated to be 179.78o ± 0.80o in x=0.2 (Figure 
5.13 a) and 178.70o ± 0.83o in x=0.5 (Figure 5.13 b). In both films, the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle is 
slightly less than 180o, but it is more than 1o lower in the x=0.5 film. A lower bond angle 
corresponds to a weaker AF interaction because of the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules 139–





5.7 b) in the x=0.5 film. This is the first experimental determination of Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle in 
ETO and its strong influence on the resulting magnetic properties is very clear. 
Figure 5.13 (a, b) Schematic bond angle determined from atomic position for x = 0.2 and x = 0.5 
VAN films, respectively. 
 
5.6 DFT calculations on phase transition versus vertical strain 
Our first-principles calculations were performed in the framework of density-functional theory as 
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) with a plane-wave cutoff of 650 
eV 151,152. The strong electron correlation effects on the f shells of Eu atoms was considered by 
using GGA+U scheme in Dudarev’s approach with an on-site Coulomb parameter U = 5.7 eV and 
Hund’s exchange J = 1.0 eV. The I4/mcm structure was chosen as ground state followed the 
previous study 153. The 6×6×6 Monkhorst and Pack grid of k-point mesh was used for calculation. 
To confirm the obtained experimental results, partial density of states (PDOS) calculations were 
carried out under vertical strain states (1.92%, 2.4% and 3.2%), and the data is shown in Figure 
5.14. The largest hybridization between the Eu, Ti and O orbitals is observed in the system when 
the vertical strain is ~2%. When the vertical strain is increased further, the hybridization between 







Figure 5.14 Site projected partial density of states (PDOS) under vertical strain states of 0%, 1.92%, 
2.4% and 3.2%. 
 
Figure 5.15 shows the  total energies of the G-type AF magnetic configuration relative to FM 
configurations as a function of vertical strain. It is observed that the magnetic configuration is 
changed from G-type AF to FM with increasing strain, with the critical vertical strain point being 
around 2.5%.  
For the x = 0.2 VAN film, the vertical strain is 2.48% (tetragonal distortion of c/a=1.025 (as 
shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.8). Hence, the x = 0.2 VAN film lies at the transition point and 
so both AF and FM interactions are expected to coexist in the film. Indeed, the magnetic properties 





μB/Eu) peaks at x=0.2, since in un-strained or bulk ETO 
16,128 (purely AF), Hc is 0 Oe and M is 7 
μB/Eu 
128 (measured at 2K, 50000 Oe).  
When the vertical strain is over 2.5%, as shown in Figure 5.15, FM interactions are stabilized 
in the ETO. This is  consistent with the magnetic properties observed in the x=0.5 VAN film, 
namely the high Hc value of 26.23 Oe (measured at 2K) and M is rather small (1.46 μB/Eu), since 
in strained ETO 16 (ETO on DyScO3), Hc is 50 Oe (measured at 1.8K) and M is ~3μB/Eu (measured 
at 1.8K, 400 Oe). 
Figure 5.15 Total energies of G-type AF magnetic configuration relative to FM magnetic 
configuration as a function of vertical strain in ETO. 
 
5.7 Proposed mechanism 
An underlying mechanism to explain the observed experimental data is proposed in Figure 5.16 
(a) and (b). As mentioned in Section 2.3, there are three major interactions coexisting in ETO 80: 





interactions derived from the indirect exchange coupling between second-nearest-neighboring 
Eu2+; (3) antiferromagnetic interactions originated from superexchange interactions between third-
nearest-neighboring Eu2+ ions via the Ti 3d band along {111} direction. 
In its bulk form 75,85 (or post-annealed ETO thin film 128), ETO has a cubic structure and the 
AF interaction is dominant, as shown in Figure 5.16 (a). In the VAN films, with increasing vertical 
strain, the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle along {111} direction increasingly deviates from 180o. As a result, 
AF interactions in both 1st and 3rd NN Eu2+ ions (via Ti 3d band) and the FM interaction in 2nd NN 
Eu2+ ions become weaker, as shown in Figure 5.16 (b). However, the AF interactions becomes 
weaker at a greater rate than do the FM interactions. This is because the distance of Eu-Ti-Eu 
length (larger OOP lattice parameter) and deviation of Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle along [111] direction 
is increased simultaneously. Consequently, the FM interaction is dominant in the well-strained 
ETO (film 5, x = 0.5). 
Figure 5.16 (a, b) Proposed mechanism explaining the change of Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle along [111] 






5.8 Giant cryogenic magnetic entropy change in (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 VAN thin 
films 
As shown in Figure 5.17, the field dependence of magnetization for (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x = 0.2, 
0.5) thin films at different temperatures from 2 to 54 K were measured. The magnetic contributions 
from STO substrate were subtracted at this point (Detailed data about the STO substrate will be 
introduced later). For x = 0.2 sample, in an applied field up to 7 T during both increasing and 
decreasing field at the temperature of 2 K show no magnetic hysteresis (not shown here), implying 
that the compound is a soft ferromagnet. The magnetic moment (at temperature of 2 K and 
magnetic field of 5 T) calculated to be 8.47 μB/Eu for x = 0.2 and 3.88 μB/Eu for x = 0.5. 
Theoretically, for completed alignment of all Eu2+ spins, the saturated magnetization Ms is 
expected to be 7 (± 1) μB/Eu 
75. It is easy to understand that for x = 0.5 sample (FM dominant), the 
average magnetization is 3.88 μB/Eu. This value is consistent with the reported average 
magnetization of ~3 μB/Eu in FM strained-ETO 
82, indicating that there could also exist local 
inhomogeneity as reported previously in FM strained-ETO. The unexpected high value of 
magnetic moment (changes) in x = 0.2 film lead us to expect a large magnetic entropy change in 
this sample. 
Figure 5.17 (a, b) Field dependence of magnetization for (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x = 0.5, 0.2) thin 
films at different temperatures from 2 to 54 K. 
 
To exclude the magnetic contribution from the substrate STO and second phase EO, pure 
Eu2O3 was deposited on (0 0 1)-oriented STO (5∙5∙0.5 mm





(EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x VAN thin films as shown in Table 5.1. The film thickness was measured to 
be 226 nm. XRD 2θ-ω scan of pure Eu2O3 as shown in Figure 5.18 (a) indicates only pure Eu2O3 
phase in this sample. OOP lattice parameter and IP lattice parameter of Eu2O3 were confirmed to 
be cEO = 10.77 Å, aEO = bEO = 11.46  Å by RSM carried out near STO 1 0 3 peak, as shown in 
Figure 5.18 (b) and (c). 
Figure 5.18 (a) XRD 2θ-ω scan of pure Eu2O3 on (0 0 1)-oriented STO; (b, c) Reciprocal space 
maps of Eu2O3 thin film around STO 1 0 3 peaks. 
The field dependence of magnetization for Eu2O3 thin film and STO substrate at different 
temperatures from 2 to 54 K were measured, as shown in Figure 5.19. The commercial 5∙5∙0.5 





tools, the PM signal shown in Figure 5.19 (b) could be contamination when the substrate was 
produced. There was similar report about commercial STO showing unexpected magnetic signals 
154. As shown in Figure 5.19, the shape of curves for Eu2O3 and STO showing no significant 
magnetic phase transition.  
Figure 5.19 (a, b) Field dependence of magnetization for Eu2O3 on STO thin film, bare STO 
substrate at different temperatures from 2 to 54 K. 
 
From the measured magnetization isotherms at different temperature as shown in Figure 5.17, 
the isothermal entropy change is calculated by the numerical approach of Maxwell relation 
mentioned in Section 2.4, Equation 3. In the equation, entropy change (∆S) comprises structural, 
electronic and magnetic properties. Since in our (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x samples, both ETO and EO 
are insulators and show no structure transition under the measured temperature range 155–158, the 
entropy change (∆S) represents the magnetic entropy change alone in our samples.  
We plot the temperature dependence of -∆S under different applied external magnetic fields 
(from 0.25 to 7 T with 0.25 T interval) for x = 0.2 and x = 0.5 as shown in Figure 5.20. For a given 
field change, -∆S decreases on the both sides of Tc (Table 5.3). ∆S is negative over the whole range 
of temperature, the peak value of -∆S increases monotonically with increasing external magnetic 
field. For x = 0.5, the maximum magnetic entropy change -∆Sm is 9.4, 15.2, 25.1 and 28.7 J/kg∙K 
for magnetic field change ∆H of 1, 2, 5, 7 T. For x = 0.2, the maximum magnetic entropy change 
-∆Smax is 19.8, 31.4, 49.4 and 56.5 J/kg∙K for magnetic field change ∆H of 1, 2, 5, 7 T. Compare 





of effective ETO. The lateral width of the ETO between the embedded EO nanofeatures for the x= 
0.2 and 0.5 in the TEM images in Figures 5.5 (a) and 5.5 (d, e) in Section 5.3, the values are up to 
~ 50 nm, and ~5 -10 nm, respectively. Similar effects have been reported in Eu0.9Sr0.1TiO3 
24 and 
manganites 159. In Table 5.20, we compare the maximum magnetic entropy change (-∆Smax) 
calculated in x = 0.5 and x = 0.2 VAN thin films with those of ETO-based bulk materials. The 
magnetic entropy change in x = 0.2 is higher than literature reported single crystal bulk ETO 20 or 
polycrystal bulk ETO 21. The enhanced magnetocaloric effect was also observed in ETO nanowires 
160. 
Figure 5.20 (a, b) Temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy change (-∆S) under different 





Table 5.4 Maximum values of magnetic entropy change (-∆Sm) and magnetic transition 
temperature for ETO-based compounds (SC: single crystalline, PL: polycrystalline).  
Compound TN/Tc (K) 
-∆Sm (J/kg∙K) 
Reference 
∆H = 2 T ∆H = 5 T 
(ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2  
thin film 




3.12 15.2 25.1 
EuTiO3 (PL) 5.7 22.3 40.4 20 
EuTiO3 (PL) 5.4 20 40.4 
21 
EuTiO3 (SC) 5.6 22.3 44.4 
Eu0.8Ba0.2TiO3 (PL) 2.8 20 35 22 
Eu0.99La0.01TiO3 (PL) 5.2 23 41.5 
23 
Eu0.8La0.2TiO3 (PL) 7.5 18 31.4 
Eu0.96Sr0.04TiO3 (PL) - 20.8 38.4 
24 Eu0.98Sr0.02TiO3 (PL) - 20.7 38.2 
Eu0.9Sr0.1TiO3 (PL) 5.7 21 37.8 
EuTi0.9Cr0.1O3 (PL) 9.7 16.8 30 25 
EuTi0.85Nb0.15O3 (SC) 9.5 21 36.3 26 
EuTi0.95Fe0.05O3 (SC) 6 18.5 31.5 
27 
EuTi0.9Fe0.1O3 (SC) 6 18 31 






Self-assembled, epitaxial VAN films of ETO-EO grown on STO, with a range of EO fractions, 
were made, with the aim of tuning the magnetic ground states in ETO via progressive increasing 
of the vertical out-of-plane strain (while maintaining a constant in-plane strain). The VAN films 
were all found to be ferromagnetic. Increasing tetragonality was shown to cause an increase in M 
(measured at 2K, 500 Oe) to a maximum of 5.15 μB/Eu for x = 0.2 fraction, followed by a decrease. 
At the same time Hc increased across the series. The results can be explained by a progressive 
reduction in the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle along {111} in the unit cell, as determined from measuring 
the atomic position in electronic microscopy image. This strongly influences the AF interactions 
along {111} direction. Consequently, modifies the competition between AF and FM interactions. 
Hence, for the largest volume fraction (x=0.5) of EO (larger tetragonality), the film shows strong 
ferromagnetic behavior because of weakened AF interactions. DFT calculations were undertaken, 
a threshold vertical strain of 2.5% at which ETO switch from AF to FM is proposed. This supports 
our magnetic properties of VAN films (different vertical strain). Our results provide a new way to 
delicately control and tune the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic correlations in strongly 
correlated oxide, and it reveals that 3D strain, induced uniquely using VAN structures, can 
manipulate multifunctionalities of strong spin-lattice coupling perovskite oxides at the atomic 
scale. Magnetic entropy changes characterizations on (EuTiO3)1-x-(Eu2O3)x (x= 0.2, 0.5) thin films 
were carried out. Giant magnetic entropy change (-∆Sm = 31.4 J/kg∙K at ∆H = 2T) was observed 
in  (ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 VAN thin film, which is higher than the literature reported single crystal 
bulk ETO 20 (-∆Sm = 23 J/kg∙K at ∆H = 2T) or polycrystal bulk ETO 














Chapter 6. Magnetic properties of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5, 1) 
thin films – Results and Discussion 
As mentioned in Section 2.2, to realize electric field-controlled magnetism in ETO, the 
modification of magnetic behavior, especially realizing the FM state in ETO, is crucial. Previous 
chapter has focused on using the vertical strain induced by VAN structure to tune the  Eu-Ti-Eu 
bond angle along {111} in the unit cell, thus affecting the balance between AF and FM 
interations whithin ETO and cause the AF to FM magnetic ground state transition. 
This kind of mechanism has been widely used in realizing FM in ETO, such as 
introducing biaxial tensile strain 16,82, volume expansion 83, and electric fields 80. 
Another mechanism is based on Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction 161 
between localized moments of nearest-neighbor Eu2+ spins mediated by the conduction electrons. 
Under this mechanism are the cases of chemical doping induced FM in the ETO-based compounds, 
such as Eu1-xAxTiO3 (A=La, Gd, Dy) 
161,162, EuTi1-xBxO3 (B=Cr, Nb, Zr) 163–165, EuTiO3-xHx 166 
and EuTiO3-x 
167. Among these compounds, Gd-doped ETO is interesting. The most stable valence 
state of Ti in the GdTiO3 (GTO) is 3+, which means Ti is in a spin ½ 3d
1 electronic state, while 
the valence state of Ti in ETO is 4+, which means Ti is in a spin ½ 3d0 electronic state. Gd3+ and 
Eu2+ both possesses 4f7 configurations. Doping of Gd into Eu-site with larger substitutions of x = 
0.5 and x = 0.7 has been carried out in previous literature  161, FM behavior was reported in Eu1-
xGdxTiO3 (x=0.5, 0.7) samples.   
In this chapter, we fabricate Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5, 1) thin films and study their magnetic 
properties, strain states and valence states differences of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5) are investigated 
by XRD and XPS, the origin of FM in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 thin films are discussed. 
 
6.1 Fabrication of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5, 1) thin films 
Before growing Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5) thin films, we start with optimizing the growth 
conditions of GTO thin films in our PLD system. Growing stoichiometric GTO thin film is  
particularly challenging due to the poor stability of Ti3+ ions in GTO. An oxygen-rich atmosphere 





pure GTO thin film using PLD technique in the literature report is scarce. To best of our knowledge, 
there is only one report showing successfully growing stoichiometric GTO thin film using the PLD 
technique 168. 
First group of thin films were grown under ~ 4 ∙ 10-4 Torr O2 with various substrate 
temperatures as shown in Table 6.1. A laser fluence of 2 J/cm2 with a repetition rate of 3 Hz was 
used to ablate the ceramic target (mixture of Gd2O3 and TiO2 weighted as per required proportion). 
Thin films were deposited on (0 0 1)-oriented LSAT substrates with an IP lattice parameter of 
3.868 Å. XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on these samples as shown in Figure 6.1, however, 
there show no thin film peaks except signals from the substrates. 
 
Table 6.1 GdTiO3 thin films grown under ~ 4 ∙ 10
-4 Torr O2 with various substrate temperatures. 
Sample 
Number 






















Figure 6.1 XRD 2θ-ω scans of GdTiO3 thin films grown under ~ 4 ∙ 10
-4 Torr O2 with various 
substrate temperatures. 
Next, we tried to grow the samples under vacuum (1∙ 10-6 Torr ) with various 
substrate temperatures as shown in Table 6.2. The laser fluence, laser repetition rate 
and substrate type were unchanged.  
 
Table 6.2 GdTiO3 thin films grown under 1 ∙ 10

























XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on these samples as shown in Figure 6.2. When the substrate 
temperature was set to 700 oC (sample), no crystalline thin film peak (except substrate) could be 
observed. Under the substrate temperature of  750 oC (sample 7), 1 1 0 and 2 2 0 GTO peaks could 
be clearly shown lying near the 0 0 l LSAT substrate. When the substrate increased to above 800 
oC (sample 8 and 9), 1 1 1 GTO phase and impurity phases started to show in the OOP direction.  
Figure 6.2 XRD 2θ-ω scans of GdTiO3 thin films grown under vacuum (1∙ 10
-6 Torr ) with 
various substrate temperatures. 
 
The ceramic targets for making Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5) thin films were fabricated through 
conventional solid-state reaction. Pure powders of Eu2O3 (nanopowder, ˂150 nm particle size, 
99.5% trace metal basis, Sigma-Aldrich), Gd2O3 (powder, 99.9% trace metal basis, Sigma-Aldrich) 
and TiO2 (powder, 99.9% metal basis, Alfa Aesar) were used. The powders were weighed in the 
required proportions and ground for 30 minutes. The powder mixtures were then pressed into 





pellets were then sintered in air atmosphere, heated from room temperature to 1400 ℃ with 
5℃/min, kept at 1400℃ for 24 hours, followed by slow cooling (1 ℃/min) to room temperature. 
XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on the targets to check the phases, as shown in Figure 6.3. In 
the composite targets, Eu2Ti2O7 
131, Gd2Ti2O7 
169 and Gd2O3 
170 phases are identical. Since the 
powder mixtures were sintered in air atmosphere, Gd2Ti2O7 are formed instead of GdTiO3 
171. 
Gd2O3 phases were detected (more obvious in x = 0.5 target) because of relatively low temperature 
and shorter sintering time compared to previous report 169.  
Figure 6.3 XRD 2θ-ω scans of ceramic targets prepared for Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5) thin films. 
The ceramic targets containing Eu2Ti2O7 , Gd2Ti2O7 and Gd2O3 phases were used for later PLD 
deposition, since it only required cation stoichiometry as mentioned before. Comparing the 





high vacuum during deposition (around 1-2 ∙ 10-6 Torr) is required. The substrate temperature is 
around 750 oC for GTO and around 710 oC for ETO-based VAN thin films. Since our aim was to 
dope Gd into Eu-site with smaller substitutions of x = 0.3 and x = 0.5, the substrate temperature 
was set to that of ETO. The growth condition chosen for depositing Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) is 
shown in Table 6.3. 
  



















XRD 2θ-ω scans were carried out on Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films as shown in Figure 
6.3. In the whole range 2θ-ω scans (Figure 6.3 a), Eu1-xGdxTiO3 0 0 l  peaks can be observed in x 
= 0.3 sample. If we zoom in the range of 2θ (34o to 56o, Figure 6.3 (b)), we can see the fringes of  
Eu1-xGdxTiO3 0 0 2  peak in x = 0.5 sample, while the main peak lying beneath the STO 0 0 2 peak. 
Since the ionic radii of Gd3+ is smaller than that of Eu2+, the lattice parameter of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 for 
x = 0.5 is smaller than that of x = 0.3, thus showing increased 2θ. And the compounds are ETO-
based, the peak positions are very close to that of pure ETO grown on (0 0 1)-oriented STO (as 
shown in Figure 4.2). No extra peaks, such as Eu2Ti2O7 , Gd2Ti2O7 and Gd2O3 phases, are detected 
(compared Figure 6.4 with Figure 6.3). This once again confirmed that by careful controlling the 
growth parameter during PLD deposition process, EuTiO3-based thin films can be obtained from 





Figure 6.4 (a, b) XRD 2θ-ω scans of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films on (0 0 1)-oriented 
STO. 
 
6.2 Magnetic properties characterization of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5, 1) thin 
films using SQUID 
We first investigate the magnetic property of pure GTO grown in our PLD system, temperature-
dependent magnetization was carried out on sample 7 using SQUID. Since there is magnetic 
contribution from both Gd3+ and Ti3+, the magnetic moment was converted (μB/f.u.). M-T curves 
obtained by field-cooling under 100 Oe with temperature range of 5 K to 80 K are shown in Figure 
6.4. FM behavior can be observed with a Tc around 30 K (for better comparison with literature 
report, the 1st derivate of M-T curves is not applied here), which is very close to the values reported 
in thick GTO films 71,168 and bulk GTO 62,64. 
Temperature-dependent magnetization and magnetic field-dependent magnetization were then 
carried out on Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films as shown in Figure 6.5. M-T curves were 
obtained by field-cooling under 100 Oe and magnetic hysteresis loops (magnetization vs. magnetic 
field, M-H) were measured along the a-b plane of thin films at 2 K. They all show clear FM 
behavior with the Tc determined from 1
st derivation of M-T curves to be 6.7 K for x = 0.3 and 5.4 
K for x = 0.5. The magnetic signals are contributed from the deposited thin films since STO 
substrates are non-magnetic. The values of magnetic moment (M) obtained at 2K and 500 Oe field 





H curves are 21 Oe for x = 0.3 and 35 Oe for x = 0.5. This result suggests that by doping small 
amount of Gd (x = 0.3, 0.5) into ETO, comparing to literature reported Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.5, 0.7) 
161, magnetic ground state of ETO could also be tuned from AF (ETO bulk) to FM.  
Figure 6.5 Temperature-dependent magnetization measure from 5 K to 80 K of pure GTO.  
 
Figure 6.6 (a) Temperature-dependent magnetization measured from 1.8 K to 50 K of Eu1-
xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films. The inset shows 1
st derivation M-T of x = 0.3 and x = 0.5. (b) 





6.3 Strain state analysis of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5) thin films using XRD 
To exclude the possibility of strain-induced FM transition in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films, 
strain state analysis of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films was carried out. The OOP and IP 
lattice parameters were determined from RSM near the STO 1 0 3 peaks as shown in Figure 6.6. 
For both x = 0.3 and x = 0.5 films, the Eu1-xGdxTiO3 1 0 3 peaks have the same Qin values as the 
STO 1 0 3 peaks, indicating that the IP lattice parameters of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 are the same as that for 
the STO substrate (aSTO = aEGTO = bSTO = bEGTO = 3.905 Å). The OOP lattice parameter for x = 0.3 
is (calculated using the center of the red circle) 3.932 Å. For x = 0.5, the Eu0.5Gd0.5TiO3 1 0 3 peak 
share the same Qout value as the STO 1 0 3 peak, this point can be confirmed from Figure 6.3 (b). 
Thus, the IP and OOP lattice parameters, tetragonal distortions and vertical strains for Eu1-
xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films are summarized in Table 6.4. The error bars introduced were 
caused by peak broadening and the step size of individual 2θ-ω scans. 
As discussed in the previous chapter (Section 5.4 and 5.6), if the FM behaviors in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 
thin films are caused by strain effects, it requires the tetragonal distortions of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 satisfy 
the theoretical boundary of c/a = 1.02 (vertical strain case) or the vertical strain of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 
satisfy the theoretical boundary of 2.5%. However, the tetragonal distortion and vertical strain in 
both samples are far away from these values. Thus, the FM behaviors in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 thin films 
are  not caused by strain effects. 





Table 6.4 The IP lattice parameters, OOP lattice parameters, tetragonal distortions and vertical 













x = 0.3 3.932±0.015 3.905±0.015 1.007±0.015 0.68 
x = 0.5 3.905±0.005 3.905±0.005 1.000±0.005 0.00 
 
6.4 Valence state analysis of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x=0.3, 0.5) thin films using XPS 
Because of the charge compensation, the existence of Gd3+ doping should induce changes in the 
valence states of cations. To quantify these changes, we carried out valence states analysis of Eu1-
xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films by using XPS. We found that the valence states of Ti ions have 
been changed. The Ti 2p core-level photoemission spectrums of of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) 
thin films are shown in Figure 6.7. When fitting the data, the intensity ratio (area ratio) of Ti 2p3/2 
and Ti 2p1/2 peaks is constrained to 2:1 due to spin-orbit splitting. The initial peak positions are set 
around the reported position of Ti4+ 2p3/2, Ti
4+ 2p1/2, Ti
3+ 2p3/2 and Ti
3+ 2p1/2. Compare with 
previous literature reported results, the peaks at a binding energy around 459.1 eV and 464.8 eV 
can be assigned as Ti4+, with peaks around 458.7 eV and 464.4 eV corresponding to Ti3+ 149,172,173. 
Comparing the peak areas, the content of Ti3+ was calculated to be 13.41% in the x = 0.3 thin film, 
while the content of Ti3+ in the x = 0.5 thin film was calculated to be 34.59%. The ideal content of 
Ti3+ for the x = 0.3 and x = 0.5 should be 30% and 50%, our fitting results are smaller than these 
values in both films. This suggests that the extra electrons introduced by Gd3+ doping are not all 
bonded to Ti4+ in the form of Ti4+ + e- ↔ Ti3+, in other words, 13.41% (x = 0.3) and 34.59% (x = 








Figure 6.8 (a, b) Valence state analysis on Ti 2p core-level photoemission spectra of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 





6.5 Origin of FM in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films 
Gd-doping has caused the magnetic ground state of ETO to change from AF to FM. From the 
strain states analysis of both thin films, we can exclude the possibility of strain induced FM 
transition in ETO. From the XPS analysis of Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films, we can see the 
by doping the Eu-site with Gd, extra electrons are introduced into the otherwise empty Ti 3d 
orbitals. 13.41% and 34.59% of extra electrons are bonded to Ti4+ effectively in x = 0.3 and x = 
0.5 samples. The emergence of FM state in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films should be 
ascribed to magnetic interactions between localized Eu4+ 4f spins mediated by itinerant Ti 3d 
electrons (RKKY interaction). This kind of mechanism has also been reported in Eu1-xAxTiO3 
(A=La, Gd, Dy) 161,162, EuTi1-xBxO3 (B=Cr, Nb, Zr) 163–165, EuTiO3-xHx 166 and EuTiO3-x 167. It 
should be pointed out here that the origin of ferromagnetic interaction in GdTiO3 and EuTiO3 are 
different 161, since the ferromagnetic interaction in GdTiO3 is believed to be dominated between 
neighboring Ti (associated with the ordering of Ti t2g orbitals) 
174. And clear magnetic behavior 
can be observed by comparing the temperature-dependent magnetization of GdTiO3, ETO-EO 
VAN and Gd-doped EuTiO3 (Figure 6.5, Figure 5.7 and Figure 6.6).  
It should be noted that Tc drops from 6.7 K to 5.4 K as the x increases from 0.3 to 0.5, this can 
be explained by the RKKY oscillation 175,176. In RKKY interactions, the sign of interaction changes 
oscillatory accordingly to the relation between the Fermi wave number and the distance between 
neighboring sites. Thus, with increasing number of electrons in Ti 3d orbitals, Tc can change 
oscillatory. The difference of the magnetic moment (2K, 500Oe) and coercivity field in x = 0.3 
and x = 0.5 can be understood by chemical randomness induced by substitution of magnetic Eu2+ 




In summary, two kinds of Gd-doped ETO thin films with different content of Gd (x = 0.3 and 0.5) 
and a reference sample (pure GTO thin film) were fabricated using PLD. Magnetic properties of 
these thin films were characterized using SQUID. We found that the Gd-doped ETO thin films has 
been changed from AF to FM (comparing to bulk ETO). By using XRD, we analyzed the strain 





By using XPS, we demonstrated the valence states change of Ti ions. FM in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 
0.3, 0.5) thin films was explained by magnetic interactions between localized Eu4+ 4f spins 
mediated by itinerant Ti 3d electrons (introduced by Gd doping). The results are important since 
it is the first time that valence states change of Ti ions is observed in (A=La, Gd, Dy) 161,162, EuTi1-
xBxO3 (B=Cr, Nb, Zr) 
163–165 and EuTiO3-xHx 
166 systems, which can prove that the emergence of 
FM in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 is indeed originated from magnetic interactions between localized Eu
4+ 4f 
spins mediated by itinerant Ti 3d electrons. This chapter also presents an alternative methodology 














Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
Systematic studies for optimizing the growth condition for ETO-based VAN thin films were 
carried out. Inverstigations for finding a suitable binary oxide second phase to incoporate with 
ETO were carried out. Careful consideration needs to be given when selecting a proper binary 
oxide second phase in cooperation with EuTiO3 to form VAN structure, since the optimized growth 
condition suitable for ETO would not be always compatible with that of binary oxide second 
phases. After various exploration, (ETO)0.5-(Eu2O3)0.5 was successfully fabricated on (0 0 1)-
oriented STO with preferred OOP orientation under careful control of growth pressure, substrate 
temperature and laser repetition rate. The optimized growth condition (laser repletion rate of 3 Hz, 
substrate temperature of 710 oC and growth pressure of 1-2∙10-6 Torr) was confirmed to make the 
(ETO)1-x-(Eu2O3)x  (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5) epitaxial thin film on STO substrate with preferred 
OOP orientation, aiming to tune the magnetic ground states in ETO via progressive increasing of 
the vertical out-of-plane strain (while maintaining a constant in-plane strain). The VAN films were 
all found to be ferromagnetic. Increasing tetragonality was shown to cause an increase in 
magnetization M (measured at 2K, 500 Oe) to a maximum of 5.15 μB/Eu for x = 0.2 fraction, 
followed by a decrease. At the same time Hc increased across the series. The results can be 
explained by a progressive reduction in the Eu-Ti-Eu bond angle along {111} in the unit cell, as 
determined from measuring the atomic position in electronic microscopy image. This strongly 
influences the AF interactions along {111} direction. Consequently, modifies the competition 
between AF and FM interactions. Hence, for the largest volume fraction (x=0.5) of EO (larger 
tetragonality), the film shows strong ferromagnetic behavior because of weakened AF interactions. 
DFT calculations were undertaken, a threshold vertical strain of 2.5% at which ETO switch from 
AF to FM is proposed via investigation of site PDOS of ETO under vertical strain states (while 
keeping the in-plane lattice parameter fixed to that of STO or bulk ETO). This supports our 
magnetic properties of VAN films (different vertical strain). These results provide a new way to 
delicately control and tune the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic correlations in strongly 
correlated oxide, and it reveals that 3D strain, induced uniquely using VAN structures, can 
manipulate multifunctionalities of strong spin-lattice coupling perovskite oxides at the atomic 





(ETO)0.8-(Eu2O3)0.2 VAN thin film, single crystal bulk ETO 
20 (-∆Sm = 23 J/kg∙K at ∆H = 2T) or 
polycrystal bulk ETO 21 (-∆Sm = 22.3 J/kg∙K at ∆H = 2T). Gd-doped ETO thin films were made 
and found to be ferromagnetic. The valence states change of Ti ions were demonstrated using XPS. 
FM in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 (x = 0.3, 0.5) thin films was explained by magnetic interactions between 
localized Eu4+ 4f spins mediated by itinerant Ti 3d electrons (introduced by Gd doping). This result 
is important since it is the first time that valence states change of Ti ions is observed in (A=La, Gd, 
Dy), EuTi1-xBxO3 (B=Cr, Nb, Zr) and EuTiO3-xHx systems, which can prove that the emergence of 
FM in Eu1-xGdxTiO3 is indeed originated from magnetic interactions between localized Eu
4+ 4f 
spins mediated by itinerant Ti 3d electrons, which is different from the origin of ferromagnetic 
interaction in GdTiO3 (dominated between neighboring Ti via the ordering of Ti t2g orbitals 
174). 
This result also presents an alternative methodology to tune the magnetic ground states (from AF 
to FM) of ETO besides the strain induced (or electric field induced) FM method.  
 
7.2 Future work 
Due to the complexity and diverse structural tunability of rare earth titanates, there are still a 
huge number of interesting topics worthy of study in the future. Here I will list some of the 
opportunities that emerged during my initial exploration: 
Firstly, concerning ETO-EO grown on STO, only magnetic moments and coercivity fields 
were tuned as varying the strain states, transition temperature Tc remained unchanged. It would be 
worthy exploring the origin of constant Tc in the system from a fundamental perspective. Also, 
since FM ETOs are usually FE as well, and our thin films (x = 0.2 and x = 0.5) show Ti up-shifted 
nature (from atomic position recognition), it would be interesting to characterize the FE properties 
in this series sample. 
Secondly, besides vertical strain effects, enhanced giant magnetic entropy change in (ETO)0.8-
(Eu2O3)0.2 VAN thin film may be also caused by interface effects (arises from the ETO and EO 
interfaces), similar to the reported Mn3O4-La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 system, electronic structures study of 
Eu2+ and Eu3+ using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism and X-ray absorption spectroscopy would 





Lastly, transport properties characterization could be carried out on Gd-doped ETO thin films, 
since there are itinerant electrons on Ti 3d orbital, these films are expected to be FM metal. Also, 
the Tc of these two samples are different as varying the Gd doping ratio, it would be interesting to 
introduce Gd into the ETO-EO VAN thin film and study their magnetic properties. It should be 
noted that it will be challenging to get a multiferroic chemical doped ETO-based VAN system 
with tunable properties, since subtle balance between the interactions inside ETO and relatively 
strict growth condition. 
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